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The exchange of meta-information has always formed part of information behavior. In this paper, we show that
this rule also extends to conversational search. Information about the user’s information need, their preferences,
and the quality of search results are only some of the most salient examples of meta-information that are
exchanged as a matter of course in a search conversation. To understand the importance of meta-information
for conversational search, we revisit its definition and survey how meta-information has been taken into
account in the past in information retrieval. Meta-information has gone by many names, about which a
concise overview is provided. An in-depth analysis of the role of meta-information in search and conversation
theories reveals that they provide significant support for the importance of meta-information in conversational
search. We further identify conversational search datasets are suitable for a deeper inspection with regard to
meta-information, namely, SCS and MISC. A quantitative data analysis demonstrates the practical significance
of meta-information in information-seeking conversations, whereas a qualitative analysis shows the effects of
exchanging different types. Finally, we discuss practical applications and challenges of meta-information in
conversational search, including a case study of VERSE, an existing search system for the visually impaired.
CCS Concepts: • Information systems → Users and interactive retrieval; Web searching and information
discovery; • Human-centered computing → Interaction paradigms.
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INTRODUCTION

Conversational search marks a paradigm shift in information retrieval. The most salient difference to
previous retrieval paradigms is the possibility to “talk to a search engine” instead of just demanding
results. What does it mean to have a conversation with a search engine? Probably most important is
the fact that the system becomes an equal conversation partner that can also take the initiative in the
interaction [2, 42]. Conversational search can be seen as a major milestone in the ongoing process
of enlarging the action space of information retrieval systems, as illustrated in Figure 1.1 With
the shift from classical information retrieval to interactive information retrieval, which happened
sometime in the 1990s, the foundations of today’s AI-enabled shift towards conversational search
have been laid. Key benefits of enlarging the action space in conversational search are said to be a
more natural and thereby intuitive form of interaction, the possibility to express and tackle even
vague and complex information needs, and maintaining a dialog until ambiguities are resolved,
choices are confirmed, and the like. Moreover, the flexible interface allows the conversation partners
to bring up everything that might be relevant to the current search task, thereby making available
to each other a wealth of meta-information that may be critical to tackle the task.
We thus argue that another important aspect of a search conversation is the exchange of metainformation between user and system, and the contributions of this paper shed light on this aspect.
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next milestone may be “predictive retrieval systems” that provide answers as soon as our information needs become
apparent to a passively observing system, even before questions are asked.
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Fig. 1. Paradigm shifts in information retrieval (IR) illustrated through the QRFA-model [67] (bottom image).
Where classic information retrieval focuses on answering a query (top), interactive information retrieval
brings user feedback into the focus (middle), while conversational information retrieval allows a dynamic
back-and-forth of actions between equal partners (say, seeker and provider [53]). The years are estimates,
based on the volume of relevant scientific papers as per Semantic Scholar (https://www.semanticscholar.org/).

We are aware of the fact that meta-information has been exchanged between retrieval systems
and their users long before conversational search came into the focus, among others, in the form
of query suggestions. Moreover, ideas to exploit various kinds of meta-information in interactive
retrieval date back more than 50 years [45]. Nevertheless, the importance of taking the exchange
of meta-information into account in conversational search, in particular, has not been widely
appreciated as of yet. This is not to say that research on meta-information is lacking—the opposite
is true. However, the overarching concept of meta-information rarely becomes apparent.
Meta-information is often aptly defined as “information about information.” To be more precise,
one should first distinguish information from the related concept of data, two terms that are often
used interchangeably. Floridi [23] provides definitions to distinguish these terms from each other:
• A datum is a putative fact regarding some lack of uniformity within some context.2
• 𝜎 is an instance of information, if and only if 𝜎 consists of one or more data, the data in 𝜎 are
well-formed, and the well-formed data in 𝜎 are meaningful.
• Meta-information, 𝜇, gives indications about the nature of some other information, 𝜎.
Regarding Floridi’s definition of a datum, note that the mentioned “non-uniformity” has to be
created teleologically, namely for the purpose of becoming observed or retrieved. Consider, for
instance, the perforation made by a ticket punch when marking admission tickets or the name of
2 As

an example, Floridi [23] gives a black dot on a white sheet of paper. The white sheet is the otherwise uniform context,
broken by the black dot as the difference, making it a datum.
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an addressee on an envelope. The persistent or transient carrier of data (the ticket, the envelope) is
called medium.
We further specify Floridi’s definition of meta-information by stipulating three central metainformation properties:
(1) Meta-information is identifiable as such only by its relation to other information.
(2) This (aforementioned) relation is dynamic, i.e., it can be established or broken.
(3) The meaning of meta-information depends on both the referred information and the recipient.
As an example, consider the sentence “There are many websites that discuss the statistical
analyses of Michael Jordan.”, which is an instance of information, 𝜎. Note that 𝜎 may refer to
Michael Jordan, the basketball player, or Michael Jordan, the statistician from UC Berkeley. The
following instances of information become meta-information if they can be related to 𝜎 by a
recipient who interprets 𝜎:
𝜇1 “Michael Jordan was born in 1956.”
At first, observe that this sentence is an instance of information on its own; in relation to 𝜎,
it unfolds its meta-information property: Michael Jordan in 𝜎 refers to the statistician.3
𝜇2 “Michael Jordan’s middle initial is »J«.”
Similarly, when used as meta-information for 𝜎, this instance of information reveals that
Michael Jordan in 𝜎 refers to the basketball player.4
𝜇3 “I found this [𝜎] on a blog of the SLAM Magazine.”
For a recipient who does not know the magazine, this sentence may not be meaningful.
With the additional information “SLAM is a renowned basketball magazine.”, however, it
becomes clear that Michael Jordan in 𝜎 refers to the basketball player rather than to the
statistician. In fact, “SLAM is a renowned basketball magazine.” can be understood as metameta-information, 𝜇4 , since it is in the role of meta-information to the meta-information 𝜇3 .
Finally, observe the subtle difference between the information instances (a) and (b) on the one
hand and (c) on the other. While the former two instances relate to an aspect (age, middle name) of
the named entity (Michael Jordan) in 𝜎, the latter instance relates to the “abstract role” of 𝜎 as a
piece of information. We are convinced that the understanding of what meta-information is—and
to which information it is linked during the states of an information-seeking process—is key for
search conversations to be successful.
1.1 Terminology
We strive to employ consistent terminology in this paper, in particular for the parties involved
in a search conversation. Various terms have been used in prior work, the most frequent being
“user” for the party requesting the information, which is implicitly assumed to be a human. A
notable distinction has been made for the party delivering the information: is it the collection of
documents itself, or is it an “intermediary” (e.g., a librarian) who preprocesses the information
from the collection before presenting it? Nowadays, it has become rare to interact with collections
directly. Traditional search engines fulfill the role of an “intermediary” that provides a snippet to
summarize each result, along with various supplementary services. However, it is not inconceivable
that future information systems may unify these now separate concepts again and extend their
reach to the user’s site, for example, by incorporating a private knowledge base in a local appliance.
3 Michael
4 The

Jordan, the basketball player, was born in 1963.
middle initial of Michael Jordan, the statistician, is »I«.
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Therefore, we avoid the traditional distinction as it derives primarily from classic information
retrieval, and adopt the terms “seeker” and “provider” (cf. Figure 1), as used in Sitter and Stein [53].
Throughout the remainder of this work, the examples given are formalized by using 𝜎 to denote a
piece of information, and 𝜇 to denote a piece of meta-information in relation to 𝜎, or to some other
meta-information. We analyze each piece of meta-information with respect to three attributes:
(1) The target denotes the entity to which the meta-information is primarily related; (2) The concept
is the group of particular instances of meta-information to which it belongs, either taken from
existing literature or from our analysis of theories that incorporate meta-information; (3) The intent
summarizes the desired effect of the meta-information.
We formally model the use and effect of meta-information in the respective examples. These
formal models summarize the situations described in the examples and are presented as RDF-like
triplets, depicting predicate relations between entities found in pieces of information, 𝜎, and pieces
of meta-information, 𝜇, in the given conversations. To make the formalization easier to read, we
sometimes use quintuplets rather than triplets, but these can be straightforwardly decomposed
into two triplets. By using, we want to point to the possibility of using knowledge graphs as the
data-structure for recording meta-information, which may associate meta-information with the
knowledge representation in a conversational search system. Knowledge graphs are already being
employed to establish the conversational search system property of memory (e.g., see Moon et al.
[37]), and we believe that meta-information that is obtained by a system from various sources can
be similarly integrated and utilized.
1.2

Exemplary Uses of Meta-Information in Conversational Search

The following three examples illustrate the aforementioned terminology. For brevity, these examples,
like all others throughout the paper, show specific pieces of meta-information relevant to the current
point of discussion. The formal models given are kept consistent and represent only the relevant
portion of what can be extracted from a conversation. Example 1 illustrates time pressure, Example 2
affective signals, and Example 3 facets.
[Example 1] If a seeker starts a conversation with “I don’t have much time, but I don’t know
much about the Spanish flu. Could you give me details?” then it is essential to understand that an
answer such as the following is inappropriate: “Sure, here is an in-depth article about the historical
relevance of the Spanish flu.”, even if the article contains everything the seeker wants to know. To
appropriately constrain the conversation’s level of detail or scope, the provider needs to adjust how
they present their results.
Example 1. Seeker uses meta-information to influence the conversation.
Information

Formal model

𝜎

“Could you give me details [about the Spanish flu]?”

(1)

𝜎 sets topic

𝜇

“I don’t have much time [for the answer]”
Target: Conversation
Concept: User context [29, 48]
Intent: Constrain duration

(2)

𝜇 constrains duration

This observation is not new for retrieval systems. What is new for conversational search systems
is both the wealth of expressions that an information seeker can employ to express their information
need and that these expressions follow the style of human-to-human interactions.
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[Example 2] Consider the query, “Can you give me the key facts about the Spanish flu, now.”
Understanding a conversation requires one to reason about plausible interpretations of past and
current states. Here, the word “now” can either signal impatience or encode the wish that the seeker
wants to switch the conversation. The tone of voice of the spoken message and facial expression
are valuable meta-information that helps the system interpret the query correctly. Let us assume
the word “now” was said with a happy tone of voice: it then becomes unlikely that the intent was
to signal impatience and constrain the conversation’s duration.
Example 2. Reasoning about meta-information.
Information

Formal model

𝜎

“Can you give me the key facts about the Spanish flu, [. . . ]”

(1)

𝜎 sets topic

𝜇1

“[. . . ] now”
Target: Conversation
Concept: Word choice
Intent: Constrain duration
and/or
Target: Conversation
Concept: Word choice
Intent: Emphasize topic change

(2)

𝜇 1 constrains duration

(3)

𝜇 1 supports (1)

(4)
(5)

𝜇 2 sets affective state
Affective state opposes (2)

𝜇2

Seeker’s happy tone of voice
Target: Seeker
Concept: Affective/physiological/behavioral features [5, 6, 38]
Intent: Show affective state

[Example 3] A touted advantage of conversational search is its relative ease of building complex
queries. An analysis for meta-information can break such complex queries down into small parts.
Radlinski and Craswell [42] provide the following example of a complex query: “I’m looking for an
email that contains a link to a research paper that I got from a student who emailed me right after
SIGIR last year. I can’t remember the student’s name, but I had never heard from her before.” While
this is a typical example of a known-item search task, the seeker provides only meta-information
to retrieve the desired item, which has been shown to be effective for certain tasks [18]. The chance
to process such requests successfully depends on the system’s ability to identify meta-information
and enable the seeker to reveal further search constraints encoded as meta-information.
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Example 3. Meta-information for a complex query.
Information

Formal model

𝜎

“I’m looking for an email”

(1)

𝜎 sets type

𝜇1

“[the email] contains a link”
Target: Query
Concept: Facets [42]
Intent: Constrain results

(2)

𝜇 1 constrains content

𝜇2

“[the link points] to a research paper”
Target, concept: same as 𝜇 1
Intent: Elaborate on constraint

(3)

𝜇 2 elaborates on (2)

𝜇3

“I [the seeker] got [the email]”
Target, concept, intent: same as 𝜇1

(4)

𝜇 3 sets recipient

𝜇4

“[the email] from a student”
Target, concept, intent: same as 𝜇1

(5)

𝜇 4 constrains author

𝜇5

“I [the seeker] got [the email] right after SIGIR last year”
Target, concept, intent: same as 𝜇1

(6)

𝜇 5 constrains date

𝜇6

“I [the seeker] had never heard from [the student] before”
Target, concept, intent: same as 𝜇2

(7)

𝜇 6 elaborates on (5)

𝜇7

“her [the student]”
Target, concept, intent: same as 𝜇2

(8)

𝜇 7 elaborates on (5)

Compared to known-item search, exploratory search tasks exhibit an even greater reliance on
the provider revealing meta-information. Revealing meta-information about the results of an initial,
broad query may help seekers gain an overview, learn how the knowledge is structured, and identify
directions for more focused requests. Indeed, current search engines already provide some level of
support for such scenarios: query suggestions (“Others also searched for...”) and similar features,
such as Google’s “People also ask” box that lists frequent questions related to a seeker’s query,
reveal new aspects to a topic. Meta-information, such as the number of obtained results or date
ranges, can inform seekers about their query’s success and the result’s topicality. Conversational
search can offer significant benefits in this regard, for example, by synthesizing summaries from
the obtained results and suggesting further search avenues adapted to the seeker’s interests.
Also, for everyday information-seeking tasks, which are currently served sufficiently well by
a standard web search engine interface, the effective identification and interpretation of metainformation will become critical. Conversational search introduces “dialog settings with flexible
communication channels, such as where a screen or keyboard may be inconvenient or unavailable” [21], where seekers may be unable to skim a search engine results page visually. In such
situations, meta-information (be it provided implicitly or explicitly) can help seekers narrow down
the result set. In turn, the expectations of seekers towards traditional user interfaces are raised.
In this paper, we systematically review and analyze the concept of meta-information with respect
to conversational search. Section 2 reinterprets the related work in non-conversational from the
perspective of meta-information. Section 3 does the same for conversation and conversational
search, illustrating the variety of theories that fit into a meta-information framework. Section 4
contributes both a quantitative and a qualitative discussion of two conversational search datasets
with respect to meta-information. Section 5 demonstrates the potential impact of meta-information
on retrieval systems through a case study, analysis of challenges, and example use cases.
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RELATED WORK

As briefly mentioned in the introduction, meta-information has been exchanged between retrieval
systems and seekers long before conversational search came into the focus. Still, so far, metainformation has always been analyzed in the context of specific concepts, like document traits [10]
or user context [29, 48]. The paper in hand generalizes these concepts by treating them as categories
of particular instances of meta-information. In this view, the paradigm shifts in information retrieval
(cf. Figure 1) introduced new targets of meta-information to the retrieval process, which, in turn,
allowed the consideration of new concepts. The meta-information analyzed in classic information
retrieval (considering just query and answer) has targeted either the collection’s documents, their
representation as results, the collection itself, or the query. Interactive information retrieval then
focused on feedback. This change both facilitated and required to incorporate meta-information
that targets the seeker and their information needs into retrieval process models.
The subsequent discussion categorizes the concepts from the literature by their primary target.
Table 1 compiles a concise overview of the variety of meta-information concepts that have been
operationalized for the two retrieval paradigms of non-conversational search. Though concepts are
not strictly bound to a single target, the table illustrates the kind of meta-information to expect
for each target. In practice, the provider can employ knowledge on the actual target to judge
the reliability of meta-information (e.g., documents with different levels of trustworthiness), its
expected scope or life-time (e.g., the target being the seeker vs. the query), or how to explain its
use to the seeker (e.g., by echoing back targeted query terms).
2.1

Document-Related Meta-Information

The document has been the basic retrievable unit of information in non-conversational search.
The way seekers use meta-information to identify relevant documents has been subject to inquiry
for decades [10–12, 19, 34, 39, 61, 70, 71]. For example, even without explicitly being asked for it,
seekers frequently mention that they use pieces of information to infer their judgments that are not
necessarily part of the examined documents’ content. Barry [10] grouped this meta-information
into document traits (e.g., publication date, length, or document type), which seekers employed
in 10.3% of their relevance judgments, and source traits (e.g., authors, organization, or publication),
which seekers employed in 31.0% of their relevance judgments. Barry and Schamber [11] identify
ten relevance criterion categories that seekers employ, for example, currency, quality of sources, and
verification [11]. While the studies mentioned above focus on scholarly search, Tombros et al. [61]
analyze relevance judgments for three kinds of generic web search tasks: search for background
knowledge, search to make a decision, and search to compile a list of things. They compiled a list
of 24 “document features” and grouped them into five categories, “content” being just one among
them. See Saracevic [51] for an extensive treatment of relevance.
But even if a document seems topically relevant, seekers might reject it as they deem it not
credible. In a survey of existing literature, Gînsca et al. [25] identify four aspects of credibility:
the source’s expertise and trustworthiness, as well as the content’s quality (fitness to its purpose)
and reliability (consistency over time). Conceptually, credibility is a meta-information that can
be derived from these aspects that are in turn meta-information on the document. However,
different seekers will see different meta-information as pertinent for credibility or make different
judgments based on different experiences [44], which is why these aspects are also debated in
philosophy, psychology, and sociology. This subjectivity makes credibility estimation a complex
problem, and ranking algorithms like PageRank thus used a popularity estimate as a substitute [25].
Moreover, four types of credibility can be distinguished [24]: presumed credibility (based on general
assumptions), reputed credibility (based on reports from others), surface credibility (based on
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superficial inspection), and experienced credibility (based on own experience). It is thus challenging
for a retrieval system to learn how a seeker judges credibility. Even if a result scores high due to
one type of credibility, the seeker might dismiss it for scoring low due to another type.
As is widely understood, the decision of whether or not a seeker inspects a document does
thus not solely depend on the document. In one think-aloud study that illustrates this distinction
exceptionally well, Wang and Soergel [70] analyzed the process in which seekers select documents
from a results page for closer inspection. During the study, the participants spoke out why they
would or would not inspect specific documents from a scientific publication database. Wang and
Soergel model these decisions as a cognitive process: document information elements (which include
document and source traits, but also the title and abstract, all of which are meta-information on the
document) allow the seeker to judge the document on account of several user criteria (e.g., topicality
or quality, the preference of which is meta-information on the seeker). In turn, the seeker uses these
criteria in combination with the result representation (e.g., the snippet) to judge the document’s
value. User criteria and document values are described in the sections below for their respective
main targets.
2.2

Result-Related Meta-Information

Frequently, seekers have not seen the retrieved documents beforehand and thus have to employ
meta-information on search engine results pages to decide whether to inspect a document. In one
study, Xie and Benoit [71] find that seekers do indeed employ additional elements from the results
page for relevance judgments, namely the URL, highlighted keywords, and the result rank. For
example, one participant in their study ruled out several results as their URL indicated them to be
part of a dictionary website: the seeker believed that dictionaries only provide simple definitions
instead of the detailed discussion they were seeking. Moreover, seekers frequently reformulate their
queries based solely on meta-information provided on the search engine results pages. In a different
study, Wang and Soergel [70] distinguish five different kinds of high-level values that inform the
seeker’s decision to inspect the document. The five values are taken from consumer research: The
perceived utilities of a result to satisfy a desire for knowledge or information (epistemic value); to
contribute to the task at hand (functional value); to be useful under hypothetical circumstances
(conditional value); in association with a group or individual (social value); and to arouse feelings
or affective states (emotional value).
These insights, however, have not been developed to their fullest potential to assist information
seekers, as search engine interfaces are—on purpose and for good reasons—minimal. To facilitate
the use of meta-information, Wang and Soergel [70] propose developing highly faceted interfaces
that allow specifying as much information as possible. However, today’s web search engines
limit the presentation so as not to confuse their users. As we discuss in Section 3, conversational
search allows for intuitive interfaces that still enable seekers to employ meta-information to full
effect. Indeed, the well-known theoretical framework for conversational search describes a system
that provides so-called partial items as responses to the seeker: not results, but so-called fields
that describe and partition the set of currently retrieved documents [42]. This concept is already
implemented in a voice-based search interface for visually impaired seekers, VERSE [68]. The
system presents retrieved documents separated by source, additionally informing about the result
count for each source. We discuss this system in more detail in Section 5.1. For another example, the
args.me5 argument search engine includes a visualization of the topic space of retrieved arguments.
This visualization allows the seeker to see what aspects are covered by retrieved arguments and
filter them by specific aspects [1].
5 https://www.args.me/
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Table 1. Concepts from the search literature that encode meta-information for non-conversational search, as
discussed in Section 2. Definitions are adapted from the original publication for the sake of consistency.
Target

Concept

Document
(Section 2.1)

Definition: Characteristics that pertain to the physical format or actual publication
Examples: Document length, document type (article, book, ...), date
Definition: Characteristics that pertain to the intellectual source
Examples: Authors, containing publication (journal, book, ...), editors
Document
Definition: None provided
features [61]
Examples: Non-textual items, physical properties (file size, language, page already
seen, subscription/registration), quality (authority/source, content novelty, error on
the page, recency), structure (layout, links quality, table data), text (content)
Credibility
Definition: Various provided; judgement of both trustworthiness and expertise
[24, 25, 44]
Examples: Expertise, quality, reliability, trustworthiness
Document
Definition: The basic units that collectively represent a document to provide clues
to the users’ criteria (not all are meta-information to the document)
information
Examples: Authors, affiliation, author’s expertise, citation status, document length,
elements [70]
document type, geographic location, journal, language, publication date, publisher
Elements [71]
Definition: The individual components that participants examined during the
evaluation of a result list or an individual result
Examples: Keywords, number of results, pictures, rank, snippet, source, time/date
Document
Definition: The basis for the document selection decision
values [70]
Complete list: Conditional, emotional, epistemic, functional, social
Fields [42]
Definition: Aspects that can be used to describe a relevant item
Examples: Cuisine, price range; someone I had not met, for a teenager, less gory
Meta-information Definition: Describe the structure and content of information objects
resources [13, 14] Examples: Classification scheme, thesaurus
Metadata [32]
Definition: Elements or properties for use in resource description
Complete list: Contributor, coverage, creator, date, description, format, identifier,
language, publisher, relation, rights, source, subject, title, type
Context terms
Definition: A term that is used within a query to describe the wanted document
[46, 47]
Examples: 19th century, album, best, definition, geology, Google, high school, PDF,
troubleshooting, tutorial, Wikipedia
Extra-topical
Definition: Constraint that is independent from the information need’s topic
dimensions [7]
Complete list: Domain knowledge, viewpoint, experiential, venue location, source
location, temporal
Query strategies
Definition: The way people request information matching a specific type of extrafor extra-topical
topical preference
preferences [7]
Examples: Absolute time range, all sides, author, complexity, discourse, exclude
relative location, genre, landmark, proximity, purpose, state
Cognitive Search Definition: Needs for the cognitive characteristics of documents to be retrieved
Intents [28]
Complete list: Exhaustive, comprehensible, objective, subjective, concrete, abstract
Facets [42]
Identical to “Fields [42]” of a result (Section 2.2), but specified by the seeker
Categories [16, 17, Definition: Type of intent of the query
22, 50, 57, 69, 74]
Examples: Navigating, informing, transacting, re-finding, entertaining, arguing,
being creative, making meaning
Information
Definition: Method, goal, mode, and resource considered when seeking information
seeking
Complete list: All 16 combinations of to scan vs. to search, to learn vs. to select, to
strategies [14]
recognize vs. to specify, with information vs. with meta-information
User criteria [70] Definition: Used to evaluate alternatives
Complete list: (Preference for) authority, availability, discipline, novelty, orientation/level, quality, reading time, recency, relation/origin, special requisite, topicality
User context
Definition: Context encompasses any information for defining the user’s situation.
[29, 48]
A situation is an instance of the contextual information available
Complete list: Task, social, personal, spatio-temporal, environmental
Affective/physio- Definition: None provided
logical/behavioral Examples: Facial expression, heart rate, skin temperature, skin conductivity, neural
features [5, 6, 38] activity, dwell time

Result
(Section 2.2)

Collection
(Section 2.3)

Query
(Section 2.4)

Information
need
(Section 2.5)

Seeker
(Section 2.6)

Document
traits [10]
Source traits [10]

Concept definition and examples
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2.3

Collection-Related Meta-Information

Interactions of the information seeker with a traditional search engine can broadly be categorized
into either directly interacting with items (i.e., results) or interacting with collection-related metainformation resources (e.g., a categorization system) [13, 14]. For example, the ACM Computing
Classification System,6 allows for learning about the topics inside a research field without looking
at the actual publications. Such resources are precious when browsing a collection (in the example:
the ACM Digital Library), as they help the seeker understand the structure of the collection and thus
allow for narrowing the browsing scope. In this context, the Dublin Core Metadata Initiative [32]
can be seen as a standardization initiative for meta-information resources.
2.4

Query-Related Meta-Information

Several researchers noticed that also queries transport meta-information. Russell [46, 47] notes
that queries sometimes contain “context terms,” which do not specify terms that should occur
in a document for its retrieval but rather describe the wanted document. A query might contain
the context term “PDF” to describe the expected result file type. This way of specifying metainformation works well for regular search engines as most context terms do occur in the documents.
For example, the context term “Wikipedia,” which implies a need for a Wikipedia page, does indeed
match the page name on Wikipedia pages.
[Example 4] The following example from the Spoken Conversational Search dataset [62–64]7
demonstrates how a seeker uses context terms to restrict the search results. The seeker wishes
to find out what uses old tires can be put to when recycled. Not satisfied with the results so far,
because they include many wreckers and tire dealers from which the seeker does not expect to
obtain the desired information, the conversation continues as follows:
Dialog 1. SCS dialog excerpt on uses for old car tires.
Turn

Role

Transcript

7
8
9

Seeker
Provider
Seeker

10

Provider

11

Seeker

Actually, can I add something else to that?
Yeah, sure.
Can we have “NOT”—in caps—“wreckers”, and “NOT sales”... actually, just “NOT
wreckers” first and let’s see if we can use one of them.
OK, with the “NOT wreckers” in the search we actually get a whole lot of wreckers,
yes... so the first five or six results all are for wreckers.
Surely we should not be getting wreckers though we have “NOT”... uhm, maybe just
remove the word “wreckers”.

The seeker wishes to modify their query with a context term to exclude results from wreckers.
However, the use of the specified context term ultimately fails; perhaps this was due to lack of
support for the desired Boolean search operator from the employed search engine, incorrect usage
by the provider (who probably should have silently swapped the “NOT” for the more frequently
used minus sign: “−wreckers”), or simply a showcase of the hit-or-miss nature of using context
terms. Below our formalization of Dialog 1: the meta-information 𝜇 constrains the results’ contents.
6 https://dl.acm.org/ccs
7 Despite

its focus on conversational search, the setting in which the data was collected (discussed in Section 4.1) allowed
for the use of methods more closely associated with traditional search interfaces, such as context terms.
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Example 4. Modeling context terms as meta-information.
Information

Formal model

𝜎

Web pages on uses for old car tires

(1)

𝜎 sets topic

𝜇

“not wreckers”
Target: Query
Concept: Context terms [46, 47]
Intent: Constrain results

(2)

𝜇 constrains content

However, context terms cannot fully express the range of available meta-information. So how
do seekers cope with such constraints? Kato et al. [28] and Arguello et al. [7] analyzed query
formulation when facing this problem. Kato et al. investigate how cognitive search intents are expressed in search queries intended to affect the cognitive characteristics of the retrieved documents.
However, their study finds that about half of the participants did not use query terms related to
cognitive search intents, concluding that this is likely caused by current web search engines’ lack of
processing capabilities for such terms. Arguello et al., on the other hand, employ a selection of six
so-called extra-topical dimensions, which they define as a type of constraint that is independent of
the information need’s topic; for example, looking for experiential anecdotes or information from a
specific point of view. Participants in their study used a variety of strategies to implement these
constraints in their queries. However, they report that many of these strategies lead to reduced
retrieval effectiveness for regular search engines.
Theoretical results indicate that conversational search will allow seekers to employ metainformation in queries much more effectively. Radlinski and Craswell’s [42] widely accepted
theoretical framework for conversational search sees faceted elicitation as one primary use case
for conversational search: Seekers specify facets, which correspond to meta-information of any
kind, to narrow down the results. Example 3 illustrates the variety of meta-information a seeker
could use. From the point of view of meta-information, these “facets” are indistinguishable from
the “fields” that the search engine indexes (cf. [42] and Section 2.1). Not discussed by Radlinski
and Craswell, this observation hints at the possibility—or maybe even the need—of conversational
search engines to move their knowledge representation closer to that of human seekers.
2.5

Information-Need-Related Meta-Information

When the seeker engages with an information retrieval system, they do so to gain information.
But different from a database lookup, uncertainty is paramount in information retrieval. Probably
the most significant uncertainty lies within what the seeker wants to know, as they might not
know it at the start, and communicating it to the provider is a complicated process [56]. It is thus
helpful to contrast the information need, the “need behind the query” [16], to the query itself, the
“compromised need” [56] discussed above.
The literature identifies several different categories for the information need. Categories include
navigating, informing, and transacting [16], but also re-finding [57], entertaining [22], arguing [69],
being creative [74], or making meaning [50]. Due to increasing capabilities of commercial search
engines, recent query logs also show requests for a weather forecast or calculations [17]. Clearly,
search systems that support several of these categories must be able to distinguish these. For the
classical category of informing, several so-called information-seeking strategies can be further
distinguished: does the seeker browse a collection or search it; try to learn about something or to
find specific items; try to recognize some item or specify it, and look directly for information or
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investigate meta-information resources? All 16 combinations of these four binary attributes correspond to one specific information-seeking strategy [14]. Like the categories of needs, information
about the employed strategy can allow the provider to better adapt to the seeker’s need.
2.6

Seeker-Related Meta-Information

As discussed above, other seekers may judge the same document’s relevance to the same query
or information need pretty differently as they have other preferences. From observations in their
study on scientific search, Wang and Soergel [70] identified eleven such user criteria and linked
them to meta-information on the document. For example, the document’s recency is informed by
its publication date and the quality by its publishing journal, author, and citation status.
In practice, the use of meta-information depends not just on long-term preferences but also
heavily on the current seeker context [10, 13], which presumes the repeated collection of personal
data about them. In the extreme case, “any information describing a document will, for some
users in some situations, contain useful clues about that document.” [10]. Contextual information
retrieval [48] operationalizes this observation by analyzing which information about a seeker’s
current situational context renders a document more or less relevant. Contextual information
retrieval has become a major branch of information retrieval, investigating the kinds of contextual
information about seekers that the provider can exploit.
In Table 1, we list a categorization of sources of contextual information about seekers as per KofodPetersen and Aamodt [29]. The task context refers to information about a seeker’s goal or task that
led to information behavior; for instance, in various TREC tracks, the narratives have sometimes
been used to augment the topics’ queries to investigate whether this meta-information about the
information need is helpful. The social context of seekers refers, for example, to family, friends,
and co-workers, with whom one collaborates actively or whose past information behavior logs the
provider might exploit to improve future search results in a given context. The personal context of
seekers includes physiological and mental contexts. The former refers to meta-information like
height, weight, age, and physical ability, the latter to mood, expertise, and personal interests.
[Example 5] Perhaps one of the most widespread contextual information retrieval applications
is exploiting the spatio-temporal context of seekers to adapt search results to the occasion. For
example, asking “What’s the closest place where I can get pizza?” implicitly specifies that restaurants
are to be ranked based on their proximity to the seeker.
Example 5. Modeling user context as meta-information.
Information

Formal model

𝜎

“What’s [a] place where I can get pizza?”

(1)

𝜎 sets topic

𝜇1

GPS coordinates of seeker’s device
Target: Seeker
Concept: User context [29, 48]
Intent: Locate seeker

(2)

𝜇 1 sets (seeker) location

𝜇2

“the closest place”
Target: Query
Concept: Extra-topical dimensions [7]
Intent: Rank results

(3)

𝜇 2 sets ranking to distance
to (seeker) location

Other meta-information from environmental context includes both physical properties of the
surroundings (e.g., lighting) and social ones, like who is nearby and whether it is appropriate to
return specific results when others might overhear them.
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Meta-information target

Artefact

Agent

Conversation

Query

Collection

Seeker

Provider

Message

Result

Document

Information
need

Domain
knowledge

Legend:
A

B

B is an (is of type) A

A

B

B is part of A

A

B

B is associated with A

Targets in non-conversational search (see Table 1)
Targets in conversational search (see Table 2)

Fig. 2. Taxonomy of meta-information targets identified in Sections 2 and 3.

Most meta-information from the seeker’s context is available before or during retrieval. However,
important aspects can emerge post-retrieval as part of the seeker’s reaction to the presented results.
Research into implicit relevance feedback has attempted to use these post-retrieval aspects as
meta-information for improving the result set relevance. The efforts expanded from the use of
behavioral features, such as dwell time, to include affective features, such as the seeker’s facial
expression [5, 6], and physiological features, such as heart rate or neural activity [38].
Information retrieval in context has evolved into a widespread branch of information retrieval.
Surveying all contextual factors that the literature has been exploring is beyond the scope of this
paper. However, it is clear that conversational search, especially when considering audio-only
interfaces, requires contextual meta-information as a matter of course.
3

SYSTEMATIZING META-INFORMATION IN CONVERSATIONAL SEARCH

This section reviews and analyzes nine relevant theories of conversation and conversational search
from the literature. Our goals are to identify and reconcile the targets pertinent to conversational
search, organize them alongside the targets of classic and interactive information retrieval, and
derive from the theories the relevant concepts that encode meta-information.
To cut a long story short, Figure 2 shows in a taxonomy of meta-information targets the ones
considered in classic and interactive information retrieval (cf. Figure 1 and Table 1), and the additional ones due to the new paradigm of conversational search (cf. Table 2). In classic information
retrieval, the query has been the central piece of information for the provider to understand the
seeker’s information need. In interactive information retrieval, on the other hand, the seeker became
the focus of attention. Conversational search places the provider on the same level as the seeker,
allowing for a dynamic back-and-forth between equal partners, much like in information-seeking
conversations between humans. Collaboration on this level requires a mutual understanding among
the partners and thus requires revealing to each other their capabilities, knowledge, and maybe emotions and personality. The seeker describes their need by exchanging messages throughout several
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turns to verbalize what they do not know—the provider helps form the picture of the information
need. Conveniently for the seeker, the provider may directly embed pieces of information into the
conversation instead of forwarding seekers to external documents of which only small parts might
be relevant. This development blurs the boundaries of results and documents in messages, making
them less prevalent as targets for meta-information in the conversation. Similarly, this development
blurs the boundaries of queries, making it a challenge to extract them from the conversation, just
like in conversational question answering [3].
Meta-information appears to be especially suited for modeling the process of a conversational
search, considering the three characteristics of meta-information introduced in the introduction. (1) Meta-information is only identifiable as such by its relation to other information, which
matches the concepts described in both Section 2 and this section, which essentially provide
meta-information describing observations or predicting events. (2) This relation is dynamic, which
matches the dynamic nature of a conversation, where participants interpret what is being said and
may re-interpret previous statements as the information-seeking conversation gains clarity. (3) The
semantics of meta-information depends on both the referred information and the recipient, which
matches a conversation where both partners can take the initiative to ensure mutual understanding.
In what follows, we review existing meta-information concepts that pertain to conversational
search as per Figure 2. Table 2 compiles a brief overview of the variety of meta-information concepts
that have been operationalized for the paradigm of conversational search. As the table shows,
Radlinski and Craswell’s “Theoretical Framework for Conversational Search” [42] comprises most
targets. This observation is not surprising, given that the framework’s stated goal is to “capture the
desirable properties of conversation specifically from an information retrieval perspective.” The
concepts introduced in their framework are essential to our discussion, so that we briefly recap them
here before analyzing them in more depth below: the memory of past messages for a consistent
conversation; mixed initiative for proactive collaboration from both partners; set retrieval for a
combination of information items from different sources; system revealment for informing seekers
of the provider’s capabilities and knowledge; and user revealment for assistance in formalizing
the information need. As discussed below, the presence of these properties either constitutes
meta-information or facilitates the use of meta-information in a conversation.
3.1

Message-Related Meta-Information

Conversational search is an exchange of messages: the seeker transmits one message to the provider,
who replies with another message. In classic information retrieval, the seeker’s messages are queries,
and the provider’s messages are search engine results pages. A “message” can take many forms,
though, including text, sound, and gesture. This setup corresponds to the Mathematical Theory of
Communication [52] (cf. Figure 3). Therefore, the theory’s three levels of communication problems
apply: accurate transmission of symbols, precise conveyance of meaning, and intended effect on the
receiver. The first problem is barely discussed in information retrieval, as it has some importance
in voice search only. Intuitively, meta-information arises at the second level, where the receiver
interprets the message. Yet communication problems at the third level also involve meta-information,
when the intent is to have the receiver form some connection in their mind—often the point and
purpose of the conversational search interaction.
Messages serve thus several purposes in conversational search. For example, they serve as the
collective memory [42], to which both partners can refer later on. Most of the meta-information
concepts discussed in Section 2 could serve as the point of reference in such a case. For instance,
consider “What was the thing that annoyed me so much?” Such analysis has to deal with the
ambiguities of human language and thus benefits from methods like term disambiguation (e.g., [35])
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Table 2. Concepts from the search literature that encode meta-information for conversational search, as
discussed in Section 3. Definitions are adapted from the original publication for the sake of consistency.
Target

Concept

Concept definition and examples

Message
(Section 3.1)

Levels of
communication
problems [52]
Memory [42]

Definition: Stages in message reception in which communication problems occur
Complete list: Inaccurate transmission of symbols, inprecise conveyance of meaning, unintended effect on the receiver
Definition: References to past statements
Examples: By affective state, by complexity, by content, by speaker, by time
Definition: Signals that indicate the intended meaning or segmentation
Examples: Associated entities, pauses, pronounciation, semantically related words
Definition: One agent takes initiative from the other
Complete list: Seeker, provider
Definition: Who sent the message and whether they had initiative at that time
Complete list: Query (seeker, proactive), request (provider, proactive), feedback
(seeker, reactive), answer (provider, reactive)
Definition: The roles that conversants take, the dialog acts they use, and the states
these acts bring the conversation to
Examples: Asker, answerer; request, reject offer, withdraw commissive; State 1 to 11
Definition: A fine-grained topical unit of the conversation with specific attributes
Examples: Answer, claim, comparison, illustration, offer, question
Definition: An obvious failure to be cooperative in order to imply something else
Examples: Insufficient message, overly verbose message, incorrect content, irrelevant content, bad manners
Definition: Reasoning about the utility of sets of complementary items
Examples: Flight and hotel bookings, how-tos and knowledge requirements, smartphones and headphone plugs, software and operating systems
Definition: The provider reveals to the seeker its capabilities and knowledge
Examples: ACM Digital Library, argumentative reasoning, explanations of own
actions, history knowledge, understanding irony, Wikidata
Definition: Recognition that the seeker’s state of knowledge is inadequate for
resolving their problem
Examples: Missing a connection, lack of the right terms, using the wrong tool
Definition: Assistance to express or discover the seeker’s information need and
long-term preferences
Examples: Providing examples, explanations, suggestions
Definition: The seeker’s feelings, thoughts, and actions as per the phases of the
information search process
Examples: Initiation (uncertainty, vague thoughts, seeking relevant information),
collection (confidence, focused thoughts, documenting)
Definition: Categories of actions taken and accepted by the provider
Examples: Providing nothing, a partial item, a complete item; responding with a
preference, rating, critique, free text
Definition: A verbalized character trait that influenced a specific message
Examples: “I’m always serious,” “I’m better safe than sorry,” “I like trash movies”
Definition: Perceptions of a system’s personality based on its actions
Examples: Warmth, competence; extroversion, feeling, sensing, judging

Disambiguation
clues [27, 35]
Conversations Mixed initiative
(Section 3.2) [42]
QRFA state [67]

Conversational
roles [53]
Context spaces [43]
Conversational
implicature [26]
Domain
knowledge
(Section 3.3)

Set retrieval [42]

System revealment
[42]
Information
need
(Section 3.4)

Anomalous state of
knowledge [15]
User revealment
[42]

Seeker
(Section 3.5)

Principle of
uncertainty [31]

Provider
(Section 3.6)

Conversation
action space [42]
Explicit persona
traits [73]
Personality
manifestations [33]

and segmentation (e.g., [27]). In some cases, messages can contain clues for the disambiguation of
other messages, which, too, can be modeled through meta-information.
[Example 6] Imagine that the seeker asks the provider: “Could you remind me of the technical term
you used yesterday?” To answer such a question, providers need to consider the meta-information
of past messages: What message did the provider send yesterday containing a technical term?
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Information
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Transmitter
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Signal
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Received
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Message

Message

Noise source

Fig. 3. Symbolic representation of a communication system as per Shannon and Weaver [52]. In conversational
search, the seeker and provider take turns on being the information source and destination.
Example 6. Modeling memory as meta-information.
Information

Formal model

𝜎

“Could you remind me of the [. . . ] term [. . . ]?”

(1)

𝜎 sets topic

𝜇1

“the technical term”
Target: Message
Concept: Facets, Memory [42]
Intent: Constrain results
“the [. . . ] term you [the provider] used”
Target, concept, intent: same as 𝜇 1
“the [. . . ] term [. . . ] used yesterday”
Target, concept, intent: same as 𝜇 1

(2)

𝜇 1 constrains (message)
content

(3)

𝜇 2 sets (message) speaker

(4)

𝜇 3 sets (message) date

𝜇2
𝜇3

3.2

Conversation-Related Meta-Information

In conversational search, the term “conversation” refers to an exchange of information between
the seeker and the provider over a longer period of time [42]. Concepts that primarily target the
conversation carry information on the current “state” of the conversation or are deduced from
the conversation even though it is never explicitly said. As a part of its state, the conversation’s
topic can take the place of the query, and thus the concepts that target the query (cf. Section 2.4)
could be said to target the conversation in conversational search. But also other concepts target the
conversation. In the following, we first discuss concepts that are already prominently discussed
in the conversational search literature, and then highlight examples of concepts that could be
adapted for conversational search from the generic conversation and dialog literature. To illustrate
these different concepts of meta-information, Dialog 2 shows a short excerpt from the start of a
conversation on “airport security” from the Spoken Conversational Search (SCS) dataset [62–64]
(cf. Section 4 for a thorough discussion of this dataset). Both seeker and provider are humans. The
seeker has a specific information-seeking task and communicates voice-only with the provider,
who uses a web search engine to answer the seeker’s requests.
Dialog 2. SCS dialog excerpt on “airport security”.
Turn
1
2
3
4

Role

Message

Seeker
Provider
Seeker
Provider

Can you type in, uhm, “effective”. . . “effectiveness of new security measures at airports”?
Australia, or is it just airports?
Put, uhm, “international”. . . “international airports”.
OK, the first one that comes up is [. . . ]
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Dialogue (A, B)
withdraw request definitely (A, B)

request (A, B)

reject request definitely (A, B)

2
promise (B, A)

be discontented (A, B)

withdraw request (A, B)
reject request (B, A)
withdraw commissive (B, A)

1

withdraw directive (A, B)

3

assert (B, A)

4

be contented (A, B)

5

reject offer (A, B)
withdraw offer (B, A)
accept (A, B)

offer (B, A)
withdraw
directive
definitely
(A, B)

withdraw
commissive
definitely
(B, A)

6

7

Directives: request, accept

2’
withdraw
offer definitely
(B, A)

reject offer
definitely
(A, B)

8’
Commissives: offer, promise

withdraw
directive
definitely
(A, B)

withdraw
commissive
definitely
(B, A)

be
definitely
discontented
(A, B)

9 10

11

Evaluation: be contented, be discontented

Fig. 4. Conversational roles schema for one question in information-seeking conversations as per Sitter and
Stein [53]. The numbers in circles depict states, the ones in squares end states of a dialog cycle, the arrows
depict usual state transitions, and the dark arrows expected state transitions.

As Figure 1 illustrates, conversational search enables the provider (the search engine) to take
the initiative to request information from the seeker (“mixed initiative” [42]). Both provider and
seeker thus have to be aware of the state of the conversation. In Dialog 2, the provider takes the
initiative in Turn 2 by not answering the question but asking a question in return. The initiative is
then restored to the seeker in Turn 3 when they answer the provider’s question.
We here highlight two well-known theories that introduce the concept of a “conversation state”
specifically for information-seeking conversations: QRFA [67] and COR [53]. The QRFA model [67],
on the one hand, just distinguishes who sent last the message and who had the initiative at that
time (Figure 1, bottom), which result in four states (in addition to a start and end state): At the
query state, the seeker asked the provider for either information or to perform some action; at the
request state, the situation is the same, but that the provider asked the seeker; at the feedback state,
the seeker reacts either positively or negatively to what the provider asked or provided; and at the
answer state, the provider reacts to the seeker by providing an answer or confirmation. Despite
its simplicity, QRFA differentiates between well-known interaction patterns (e.g., iterative query
or answer refinement), and it indicates odd behavior, such as when the provider makes a request
and immediately follows with an answer. The conversational roles model (COR, [53], cf. Figure 4),
on the other hand, treats information-seeking conversations as a sequence of dialog acts. These
acts are “illocutionary,” in that an action is performed through them by speaking, and they let the
seeker and the provider dynamically take respective roles (e.g., the role of an asker), and put the
other party into the corresponding role (the role of an answerer). The speaker’s current role and
the conversation’s current state constitute meta-information for the information exchanged in the
conversation, as they limit the interpretations of consecutive dialog acts. The roles and state are
induced from the dialog acts, which are modeled as meta-information on the respective message.
[Example 7] The table below illustrates both QRFA and COR for Dialog 2. Note that the rejections
for COR in (9) and (12) are implicit but deductible from the explicit acts that follow them.
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Example 7. Modeling conversation state with QRFA and COR as meta-information for Dialog 2.
Information

Formal model

𝜎

Seeker engages in conversation with provider

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

𝜎
𝜎
𝜎
𝜎

𝜇1

“Effectiveness of new security measures at airports?”
Target: Conversation
Concept: QRFA state [67], conversational roles (COR) [53]
Intent: Request information

(5)
(6)
(7)

𝜇 1 sets stateQRFA to query
𝜇 1 sets dialog act to request
(6) sets stateCOR to 2

𝜇2

“Australia, or is it just airports?”
Target, concept: same as 𝜇 1
Intent: Offer specification

(8)
(9)

𝜇 2 sets stateQRFA to request
𝜇 2 sets dialog act to
(reject request), offer
(9) sets stateCOR to 2’

(10)
𝜇3

“International airports”
Target, concept: same as 𝜇 1
Intent: Constrain results

(11)
(12)
(13)

𝜇4

“OK, the first one that comes up is [. . . ]”
Target, concept: same as 𝜇 1
Intent: Provide answer

(14)
(15)
(16)

sets stateQRFA to start
sets seeker role to A
sets provider role to B
sets stateCOR to 1

𝜇 3 sets stateQRFA to query
𝜇 3 sets dialog act to
(reject offer), request
(12) sets stateCOR to 2
𝜇 4 sets stateQRFA to answer
𝜇 4 sets dialog act to
promise, assert
(15) sets stateCOR to 4

The concept of a “conversation state” exists beyond the search literature, and some theories
take a different approach than the one above. To hint at the possibilities for modeling state, we
here detail the theory of context spaces by Reichman [43], which uses a stack of such spaces as a
model of the current state in a discourse. A context space corresponds to a fine-grained topical unit
of the conversation. For an information-seeking conversation, a context space may correspond,
for example, to a raised question or an elaboration of that question.8 At all times during the
conversation, a single context space is active and thus in the conversation’s focus. Other statuses
are: controlling for the (maximum of one) context space that serves as the reference point for the
currently active space (e.g., if a context space that elaborates on another context space is active, the
context space being elaborated on would be controlling); closed for a context space for which a
conclusion is reached; and open for a context space that is not yet closed but neither active nor
controlling (e.g., if the seeker asks for a definition of some term that the provider just used in an
answer, the original question would become open if it is not yet closed). One motivation for the
use of context spaces is to comprehend the usage of coreferences in human language [43], which
also poses a challenge to conversational search systems: for example, knowing the active context
space is essential to differentiate between “this” and “that.”
[Example 8] To illustrate the use of context spaces as meta-information, we show a possible
formalization for Dialog 2 with context spaces. The context space types in the example are only
a first attempt at adapting context space types for information-seeking conversations. A more
thorough investigation is necessary, for which the conversational roles model discussed above
might serve as a starting point. The dialog acts used there are similar to the “conversational moves”
that Reichman used to develop the context space types for argumentative discourse.
8 Reichman

focuses on discourse as a special case, with context spaces corresponding to raised issues or support arguments.
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Example 8. Modeling conversation state with context spaces as meta-information for Dialog 2.
Information

Formal model

𝜎

Seeker engages in conversation with provider

𝜇1

“Effectiveness of new security measures at airports?”
Target: Conversation
Concept: Context spaces [43]
Intent: Request information

(1)

𝜇 1 creates C1 as question
with C1 .status set to active
and C1 .topic

𝜇2

“Australia, or is it just airports?”
Target, concept: same as 𝜇 1
Intent: Offer specification

(2)

𝜇 2 creates C2 as offer
with C2 .status set to active
and C2 .suggestion
(2) sets C1 .status to
controlling

(3)
𝜇3

“International airports”
Target, concept: same as 𝜇 1
Intent: Constrain results

(4)
(5)
(6)

𝜇3 sets C1 .topic
𝜇3 sets C2 .status to closed
(5) sets C1 .status to active

𝜇4

“OK, the first one that comes up is [. . . ]”
Target, concept: same as 𝜇 1
Intent: Provide answer

(7)

𝜇4 creates C3 as answer
with C3 .status set to active
and C3 .content
(7) sets C1 .status to
controlling

(8)

Other theories on conversation focus on different aspects than the state. For example, the
cooperative principle [26] states a set of maxims for a cooperative conversation: say as much as you
need, but no more; say what is true; say what is relevant; and have good manners. The principle
is relevant for conversational search, which one usually assumes to a cooperation of seeker and
provider. An apparent failure to be cooperative—to fulfill a maxim—, can often be interpreted as
the speaker implying something different than the literal meaning of their utterance. This situation
gives rise to conversational implicature [26], where a speaker implies a proposition 𝑞 through
stating another proposition 𝑝. However, the speaker has to believe that 𝑞 is a requirement for them
stating 𝑝 and that the listener knows or can figure out this belief of the speaker. Such implicatures
frequently occur in human conversations, not least with irony (which usually violates “say what is
true”). As a different example, the seeker may be too lengthy (from the provider’s perspective) and
talk about what comes to their mind rather than asking a question. Such a situation may imply that
the seeker is not yet able to formulate a focused question (cf. meta-information on the information
need in Section 3.4), implicitly asking the provided for assistance. Tracking the maxims’ fulfillment
as meta-information is the first step to understand them. Most likely, however, not all human seekers
fulfill these maxims in a “conversation” with an AI provider, especially “have good manners.” One
plausible reaction of a system that is capable of understanding conversational implicature to such
a “failure” on the human’s part could be to stop using conversational implicature itself, as this
might be closer to the behavior the seeker expects. Search systems that adopt a personality might
demonstrate their capabilities and choose a response that implies they understood the impoliteness.
[Example 9] Dialog 2 contains two subtle but common violations of “say what is relevant:” neither
the message of Turn 2 nor that of Turn 3 answer the corresponding question. The message in Turn 2
does not answer but offers a specification of the question, thereby conversationally implying that
the question is too general for the conversation. The message in Turn 3 does not select one of
the offered choices but a different one, thereby conversationally implying that the choices are not
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suited. These violations are so common in conversations that a human reader might resolve them
without further notice, but a machine might have difficulties making these connections.
Example 9. Subtle violations of “say what is relevant” in Turns 1 to 3 of Dialog 2.
Information

Formal model

𝜎

“Effectiveness of new security measures at airports?”

(1)

𝜎 requests answer

𝜇1

“Australia, or is it just airports?”
Target: Conversation
Concept: Conversational implicature [26]
Intent: Request specification

(2)
(3)
(4)

𝜇 1 requests answer
(2) is not relevant to (1)
(3) implies that
(2) offers elaboration for (1)

𝜇2

“International airports”
Target, concept: same as 𝜇 1
Intent: Constrain results

(5)
(6)
(7)

𝜇 2 sets topic
(5) is not relevant to (2)
(6) implies that
(5) closes (4) instead

3.3

Domain-Knowledge-Related Meta-Information

In conversational search, knowledge is exchanged both ways in the messages of the conversation.
To live up to the ideal of human conversation, the provider needs to extract information from
documents and cite or embed it in their messages. Such an embedding allows the seeker to get
to the information they are seeking more efficiently. For the provider, document-related metainformation (cf. Section 2.1) is thus subsumed in domain-knowledge-related meta-information
for conversational search. Other concepts that target domain knowledge encompass relationships
between documents or entities mentioned in the documents, including collection-related metainformation (cf. Section 2.3). For conversational search, however, the same concepts that target the
provider’s domain knowledge can as well be applied to the seeker. Dialog 3 shows the beginning of
an imaginary search for which the messages illustrate plausible uses of domain knowledge.
Dialog 3. Imaginary text-based dialog on “DIY music server”. Underlining indicates links.
Turn
1
2

3
4

Role

Message

Seeker

I want to build myself a small web server to play my music collection. It should be
available from my WiFi only. Can you help me?
Provider Most people suggest to use a Raspberry Pi for that. I found this how-to for programming
a music server. But you need to know how to program a Raspberry Pi. The book
“Programming the Raspberry Pi: Getting Started with Python” is the best-rated one for
learning to program a Raspberry Pi. And if you tell me your router name, I can look
for a how-to for setting up the Raspberry Pi in your WiFi.
Seeker
Oh, I have already read that book!
Provider Noted! But in this case you might be more interested in this how-to titled “DIY
Raspberry Pi 4 Music Server in 30 Minutes,” as it targets more advanced users.

[Example 10] The first use of domain knowledge for the provider is to constrain the search results.
Domain knowledge can help to rule out specific results, to reason about result utility, and thus rank
them and give direct suggestions. The first sentence of Turn 2 of the Dialog 3 shows such reasoning.
Since 𝜇1 and 𝜇2 fulfill the same role here, they are modeled identically in this regard—though other
concepts differentiate between the seeker’s restrictions and the provider’s suggestions.
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Example 10. Utilization of domain knowledge to constrain results in Turns 1 and 2 of Dialog 3.
Information

Formal model

𝜎

“build myself a small web server to play my music collection”’

(1)

𝜎 sets topic

𝜇1

“[the server] should be available from my WiFi only’
Target: Conversation
Concept: Facets [42]
Intent: Constrain results

(2)

𝜇 1 elaborates (1)

𝜇2

“use a Raspberry Pi for [the server]”
Target: Domain knowledge
Concept: Fields [42]
Intent: Constrain results

(3)

𝜇 2 elaborates (1)

𝜇3

“[use a Raspberry Pi as] most people suggest”
Target: Domain knowledge
Concept: Metadata [32]
Intent: Justify constraint

(4)

𝜇 3 justifies 𝜇 2

[Example 11] The second use of domain knowledge for the provider is to provide information to the
seeker. For conversational search, this can extend far beyond listing results. Even today, commercial
search engines enrich their results pages with various other result elements (or “information items”)
like definitions, translations, encyclopedic knowledge, graphs, or widgets. A conversational search
system will heavily employ such result formats and extend it with the capability to reason about
the utility of complementary information items, which Radlinski and Craswell call the property
of set retrieval [42]. Turn 2 of Dialog 3 continues with a seeming solution to the initial problem.
But the provider then uses its domain knowledge to point out new problems that arise from this
solution: knowing how to program a Raspberry Pi and how to configure the WiFi. The provider
thus shifts the conversation first to one and then to the other new problem.
Example 11. Utilization of domain knowledge in Turn 2 of Dialog 3. Continuation of Example 10.
Information

Formal model

𝜇4

“this how-to [. . . ] for programming a music server”
Target: Domain knowledge
Concept: Document information elements [70]
Intent: Provide answer

(5)

𝜇 4 closes (1)

𝜇5

“You need to know how to program a Raspberry Pi [for the task]”
Target: Domain knowledge
Concept: Set retrieval [42]
Intent: Describe missing part

(6)

𝜇 5 shows gap in 𝜇 4

𝜇6

“The book [enables] learning to program a Raspberry Pi”
Target, concept, intent: same as 𝜇4

(7)

𝜇 6 closes (6)

𝜇7

“[you need] a how-to for [. . . ] your WiFi”
Target, concept, intent: same as 𝜇5

(8)

𝜇 7 shows gap in 𝜇 4

𝜇8

“If you tell me your router name, I can look for a how-to”
Target: Conversation
Concept: Facets [42]
Intent: Request specification

(9)
(10)

𝜇 8 requests knowledge
(9) may close (8)
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[Example 12] However, also the seeker might want to give information about their domain knowledge to the provider, to inform the provider about what they already know. They might give single
pieces of information, similar to the concept of atomic “information nuggets” in documents [40].
Or, like in Dialog 3, they could state that they know an entire document.
Example 12. Revealment of the seeker’s knowledge in Turns 3 and 4 of Dialog 3. Continuation of Example 11.
Information

Formal model

𝜇9

“I have already read that book”
Target: Domain knowledge
Concept: Seeker knowledge
Intent: Constrain results

(10)
(11)

𝜇 9 sets (seeker) knowledge
(10) elaborates (1)

𝜇10

“this how-to [. . . ] targets more advanced users”
Target: Domain knowledge
Concept: User criteria [70]
Intent: Improve answer

(12)

𝜇 10 improves on 𝜇4

To work effectively and efficiently with a conversational search system, the seeker needs to
know the provider’s capabilities. For instance, Turn 1 of Dialog 3 shows a strong faith in the
provider’s capabilities. Thus the provider should put the effort in both advertising and demonstrating
capabilities, a process called “system revealment” [42]. For an effective revealment, on the other
hand, the provider must keep track of what has been revealed so far and when. They can achieve
such bookkeeping through modeling the conversation with meta-information. For example, 𝜇10
reveals the capability of judging the seeker’s experience level for a topic.
3.4

Information-Need-Related Meta-Information

One of the central promises of conversational search systems is to assist the seeker with problems
they can not formalize, yet [42]. Taylor [56] hypothesizes that information needs occur at four
levels: (1) the visceral, unexpressed need, which leads to (2) a conscious need, which, however,
has to be turned into (3) a formalized need to provide a question that can be answered. As Taylor
notes, knowledge can play an essential role in determining the seeker’s question. For various
reasons, the seeker might not communicate a formalized description at Level 3 to the provider,
but (4) a description that has been compromised to fit the provider’s capabilities, for example, a
query. Traditional search engines work with the query at Level 4 they get, but, in conversations,
especially Levels 2 and 3 are relevant: Taylor specifically notes conversations as a way to get from
a description at Level 2 as “an ambiguous and rambling statement” to a “properly qualified and
rational statement” at Level 3. Cases where the seeker needs assistance to reach a Level 3 statement
are not uncommon, occurring even in known-item search [8]. The provider can detect the current
stage in this transition within the conversation from the seeker’s messages and react accordingly.
Such detection has already been successful in text messages [49]. However, one might even detect a
“vague sort of dissatisfaction” at Level 1 through meta-information like hesitation or body language.
In conversational search, the provider can gain a deeper understanding of what the seeker does
and does not say as the conversation progresses and through explicit requests. The information
need is an anomalous state of knowledge [15], where the seeker, “faced with a problem, recognizes
that their state of knowledge is inadequate for resolving that problem, and decides that obtaining
information about the problem area and its circumstances is an appropriate means towards its
resolution.” The provider should engage in user revealment [42], i.e., to help the seeker express
(or discover) the actual information need and possibly also long-term preferences. In terms of
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Table 3. Model of the information search process according to the uncertainty principle as per Kuhlthau [31].
Tasks

Initiation

Selection

Exploration

Formulation

Collection

Presentation

Feelings
(affective)

Uncertainty

Optimism

Confusion,
frustration,
doubt

Clarity

Sense of
direction,
confidence

Satisfaction or
disappointment

Thoughts
(cognitive)
Actions
(physical)

Vague
Seeking relevant information,
exploring

> Focused
Increased interest

>

> Seeking pertinent information,
documenting

meta-information, one may model such circumstances through what is missing. To understand
what is missing, however, the provider has to use their domain knowledge.
[Example 13] In Dialog 3, the provider uses the domain knowledge “web server requires server
hardware” to identify what the seeker needs.
Example 13. Identification of an anomalous state of knowledge in Turns 1 and 2 of Dialog 3.
Information

Formal model

𝜎

“to play my music collection”’

(1)

𝜎 sets topic

𝜇1

“build myself a small web server”
Target: Information need
Concept: User revealment, facets [42]
Intent: Describe missing part

(2)

𝜇 1 requests facet

𝜇2

“use a Raspberry Pi for [the server]”
Target: Domain knowledge
Concept: Facets [42]
Intent: Offer specification

(3)
(4)

𝜇 2 offers facet for (2)
(3) closes (2)

3.5

Seeker-Related Meta-Information

Although the “user context” has been the focus of much empirical work in information retrieval
(cf. Section 2.6), as far as we know, the principle of uncertainty [31] is the only theoretical work
that is concerned with the seeker beyond the information need. Table 3 illustrates the process
of information search according to this principle. The initial state of uncertainty in the seeker
corresponds to the anomalous state of knowledge [15] discussed earlier. But it is considered under
an affective point of view in the principle of uncertainty. The principle considers the process of
seeking and finding information from an affective (feelings of the seeker), cognitive (thoughts
of the seeker), and physical (actions of the seeker) perspective. During the process, the principle
assumes that the seeker progresses from the initiation of the search to the result (“presentation”)
through four intermediate states. Concerning meta-information, the principle thus provides metainformation on top of the user context described already for non-conversational search (Section 2.6).
For example, if some meta-information sets the feelings to “clarity,” and both thoughts and actions
have a fitting value, then the principle of uncertainty provides that the task is “formulation.”
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Provider-Related Meta-Information

In conversational search, it becomes necessary to model the provider’s actions just like the seeker’s,
as one can only interpret the seeker’s actions in the whole conversation context. Especially in
cases where the seeker asks about the reasons for the provider’s actions, such meta-information
becomes necessary to allow the provider to explain their actions. At the moment, though, not
much theoretical work on the provider exists. Indeed, research on retrieval models comes closest
to a theory of the provider for traditional information retrieval, but most retrieval models are
empirical in nature [54]. Still, one can treat their scores as meta-information on the results. The
only theoretical framework that we are aware of is the conversation action space, which categorizes
both the provider’s result answers and the seeker’s response options [42]. The provider can answer
with either regular items or so-called partial items, the latter of which are either described by a
field (e.g., a product’s price), a field with value (e.g., one specific price or price range), or a cluster
(e.g., “low-budget products”). Response options that the provider can allow are a rating, a preference,
a lack of preference, a critique of the (partial) items in which the seeker says why the items are not
suited, or unstructured text. Like retrieval models, the conversation action space framework uses a
score for all (partial) items that is updated on each turn.
Moreover, some providers may adopt a personality. For such providers, explicit persona traits [73]
(e.g., “I enjoy trash movies.”) can be meta-information to messages—both of the seeker and the
provider—to model the influence of the seeker’s personality on the conversation. A different
approach is to measure and control the manifestation of a provider’s personality in single messages,
for example, their expressed warmth and competence [33].
3.7

Discussion: Intents of Meta-Information

As Sections 2 and 3 illustrate, one can see most, if not all, analyses related to information retrieval
and conversations as meta-information that target the different entities of information-seeking conversations. For humans, this meta-information layer is natural to conversations, and the grand vision
of conversational search thus requires systems to understand and reason about meta-information.
As a first step towards a formalization of meta-information, this work presents several examples of
meta-information uses, each alongside an RDF-like formal model.
As our examples show, one can use meta-information with various intents in mind. Table 4
compiles an overview of the intents discussed in the examples throughout the paper. As the table
highlights, one can express the same intent in various concepts, and meta-information of the
same concept can express various intents. Naturally, more intents can be envisioned, and the
intents can be analyzed using other concepts. For example, the conversation state concepts (context
spaces, conversational roles, QRFA) can express several of the listed intents. But even in the few
examples given, a large variety of ways to constrain search results in a conversation becomes
apparent. Moreover, related to this observation, meta-information can be used to elaborate and
justify constraints and evaluate the results retrieved. Other intents are not directly related to the
search results but provide signals that can be combined with additional information to influence
the results. For instance, “locate seeker” is irrelevant to the retrieval until a ranking by distance is
desired or expected, at which point it becomes of critical importance. Though our discussion of
meta-information has been mostly theoretical, note that many of the examples—including all from
the next section—are taken from datasets that simulate interactions with conversational search
systems as accurately as possible. Such simulations are necessary as hardly any system exists which
implements complex multi-turn conversational search capabilities.
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Table 4. Intended effects of meta-information, the concepts employed, alongside the examples given.
Intent

Concepts (example)

Answer request

Elements (Example 19)

Clarify answer

Examples (Example 19)

Clarify request

Examples (Example 19)

Constrain duration

User context (Example 1), word choice (Example 2)

Constrain results

Context spaces (Example 8), context terms (Example 17), conversational
implicature (Example 9), conversational roles (Example 7), document features (Example 18),
facets (Example 3, 6, 10, 17), fields (Example 10), memory (Example 6), QRFA
state (Example 7), query strategies for extra-topical preferences (Example 14), seeker
knowledge (Example 12), user criteria (Example 20)

Describe missing part

Elements (Example 18), facets (Example 13), set retrieval (Example 11), user
revealment (Example 13)

Describe result

Fields (Example 15, 16)

Elaborate on constraint

Facets (Example 3)

Emphasize topic change

Word choice (Example 2)

Evaluate result

Anomalous state of knowledge (Example 20), fields (Example 15), user criteria (Example 20),
metadata (Example 17)

Improve answer

User criteria (Example 12)

Justify constraint

Metadata (Example 10)

Locate seeker

User context (Example 5)

Offer result

Conversational roles (Example 20)

Offer specification

Context spaces (Example 8), conversational roles (Example 7), facets (Example 13), QRFA
state (Example 7), user revealment (Example 17, 18)

Provide answer

Context spaces (Example 8), conversational roles (Example 7), document information
elements (Example 11), QRFA state (Example 7)

Rank results

Extra-topical dimensions (Example 5)

Request detail

Document features (Example 18), facets (Example 15)

Request information

Context spaces (Example 8), conversational roles (Example 7), QRFA state (Example 7)

Request specification

Conversational implicature (Example 9), facets (Example 11)

Select result

Facets (Example 15, 16)

Show affective state

Affective/physiological/behavioral features (Example 2)
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DATASETS FOR CONVERSATIONAL SEARCH WITH META-INFORMATION

To investigate possible uses of meta-information in real-life conversational search, we analyze both
the Spoken Conversational Search dataset (SCS; [62–64]) and the Microsoft Information-Seeking
Conversations dataset (MISC; [59]). From an original list of 27 conversational search datasets, only
these two datasets fulfill our minimum requirements of closeness to human conversations and
inclusion of meta-information: (1) more than two turns per dialog, (2) human-human or humanwizard information-seeking dialogs with minimal restrictions on each participant’s actions and
utterances, and (3) suitably complex search tasks to necessitate the inspection of more than one
search result. After discussing the two datasets (Section 4.1), we provide insights from both a
quantitative (Section 4.2) and qualitative analysis (Section 4.3) of the datasets concerning metainformation. Based on this analysis, Section 4.4 derives additional dataset properties that would
allow for more in-depth studies of the use of meta-information in conversational search.
4.1

Dataset Overview

In both datasets, one human seeker engages in a voice-only conversation with one human provider,
who accesses a search engine on the seeker’s behalf to fulfill an information search task. The
tasks in both datasets are designed very similarly. The seekers received the task at the start of a
conversation, which was limited to ten minutes. The tasks encompass both directed and exploratory
search tasks with detailed backstories. But while for SCS, the seekers were instructed to stop
whenever they were satisfied [65], the participants in MISC had to give answers to the questions
in their task and were interviewed about their perceived success. Next to pre-task and post-task
questionnaires, MISC also contains audio and video recordings of the participants as well as data
on prosody and facial expressions. For MISC, several seekers read their task to the provider, which
led to an implausible situation of the provider being fully aware of the seeker’s task from the
start. On the contrary, to read the task to the provider was explicitly disallowed for SCS. The SCS
dataset contains 39 conversations from 13 pairs of participants, and the MISC dataset contains
110 conversations from 22 pairs of participants.
As per manual inspection, the conversations in both datasets seem adequate for analyzing the
use of meta-information in conversational search. Even though seekers formulated their queries
in some cases as if they were typing them into a traditional search engine, the conversations that
develop around these queries do not seem forced but natural. Specifically, the datasets contain
query formulations, result set presentations, result selections, and the presentation of relevant
information within the selected results, as one would expect in conversational search.
As a critical shortcoming of MISC, its transcription contains many erroneous words due to
the employed automatic speech recognition, which prevented us from performing a quantitative
analysis of the dataset. Section 4.3 still reports on a qualitative analysis of some examples that
we manually transcribed or took from other work that uses MISC [58]. If the transcription issues
can be resolved in future work, MISC would present an excellent dataset to study the use of
meta-information, given the questionnaires and recordings provided along with it.
4.2

Quantitative Analysis of the SCS Dataset

For a rough overview of the prevalence of meta-information in conversational search, we manually
annotated each turn of the SCS dataset for meta-information that targets documents, results, or the
collection. We restricted ourselves to these types of meta-information as these are well-defined
in the literature (cf. Section 2) and as their use is probably not affected by the setup in which the
dataset was collected. Each of the 1044 dialog turns in the dataset was annotated with the types of
meta-information—based on the ones discussed in Section 2—it mentions. A turn in the dataset
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Table 5. Number of turns with explicit mentions of the respective meta-information in the SCS dataset by
speaker role and task complexity. Percentages are relative to the overall number of turns in the same row.
Role

Complexity

Turns

Turns with meta-information
Author Count

Seeker

Date

Format

0 0.0%
2 1.1%
9 4.0%

3 2.4%
6 3.4%
7 3.1%

Genre

Origin

Source

Any

Remember
Understand
Analyze

126
178
224

0 0.0%
0 0.0%
4 1.8%

0 0.0%
0 0.0%
0 0.0%

1 0.8%
9 5.1%
9 4.0%

0 0.0%
2 1.1%
3 1.3%

4 3.2%
19 10.7%
32 14.3%

Total

528

4 0.8%

0 0.0% 11 2.1% 16 3.0% 11 2.1% 1 0.2% 19 3.6%

5 0.9%

55 10.4%

122
174
220

0 0.0%
0 0.0%
3 1.4%

3 2.5% 0 0.0% 7 5.7% 3 2.5% 3 2.5% 10 8.2% 8 6.6%
3 1.7% 1 0.6% 15 8.6% 14 8.0% 3 1.7% 20 11.5% 10 5.7%
2 0.9% 26 11.8% 13 5.9% 19 8.6% 1 0.5% 25 11.4% 24 10.9%

20 16.4%
43 24.7%
61 27.7%

516

3 0.6%

8 1.6% 27 5.2% 35 6.8% 36 7.0% 7 1.4% 55 10.7% 42 8.1% 124 24.0%

Remember
Understand
Provider
Analyze
Total

0 0.0% 0 0.0%
4 2.2% 1 0.6%
7 3.1% 0 0.0%

Site

corresponds to a series of uninterrupted utterances by one participant. Specifically, we detected the
following types of meta-information: the document’s author, the count of results on the results page,
the document’s publication date, information format (e.g., list, tabular comparison, image, video),
genre (e.g., news article, forum thread, blog post), country or place of origin, site, and the information
source. To ensure annotation quality, we reviewed all annotations independently and resolved two
dozen potential errors in a discussion. We also reviewed a sample of 100 turns where we found
no mention of meta-information in the first pass, and only two instances contained previously
undiscovered meta-information. In total, we found mentions of meta-information in 32 (82%) of the
dialogs. Our annotations are available online as Webis SCSmeta 2021.9 The aforementioned errors
in the transcripts of MISC prevented a similar analysis of this dataset.
Table 5 provides statistics about the meta-information used by the seeker and the provider for
the entire dataset, as well as dependent on task complexity. For the whole dataset, we observe
a higher amount of meta-information communication by providers. A likely reason for this is
their interaction with the search engine, making the available meta-information directly apparent
to them. On the other hand, seekers have to rely, to some degree, on providers revealing which
meta-information is available, or resort to making assumptions in this regard.
For tasks of higher complexity, both seekers and providers mention more meta-information. As
the measure of complexity, we use the dataset’s task categorization that is based on the cognitive
dimensions the task requires as per Anderson et al. [4]: remember, understand, and analyze. Remember tasks are the least complex and require seekers to identify and retrieve relevant knowledge
but require no analysis. Understand tasks require seekers to build connections between knowledge
items. Analyze tasks are the most complex and require seekers to “break material into its constituent
parts and determine how the parts relate to one another and to an overall structure or purpose.”
As the table shows, the increasing complexity of tasks is reflected in an increase in both the total
number of dialog turns and the percentage of turns that mention meta-information. However,
different types of meta-information are affected differently. Especially the result date seems to be
important for analyze tasks, mentioned in every ninth turn of the provider. Overall, 24% of turns
mention meta-information, which shows its widespread and intuitive usage by seekers.

9 The

dataset is available at https://webis.de/data.html#webis-scsmeta-21 and https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.4108195.
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4.3

Qualitative Analysis of the SCS and MISC datasets

This section presents a detailed analysis of meta-information in five excerpts from the SCS and
MISC datasets to understand further how humans use meta-information in information-seeking
conversations. We chose these excerpts to shed light on four crucial cases of meta-information
usage that are also challenging for conversational search systems: result constraints, document
description, user revealment, and the handling of unclear situations.
4.3.1 Meta-information to constrain the results. So far, this paper mainly discussed the use of
meta-information to constrain results directly, and the SCS and MISC datasets indeed contain
several such cases. Dialog 4 shows an example for constraining results that is different from the
examples discussed in that the seeker suggests changing the entire collection.
Dialog 4. SCS dialog excerpt on “health benefits of marine vegetation as food or drugs.”
Turn

Role

Message

7

Seeker

8
9

Provider
Seeker

Do you have, uhm. . . No, I want you to put them all in the same. . . in the same
expression. And do you have access to Google Scholar?
Google Scholar. . . Yes.
So search on Google Scholar for “health” and “algae” and “seaweed” and “kelp”

[Example 14] Dialog 4 illustrates how seekers ask for searching specific collections. In this case,
the seeker identifies the collection by a service they know instead of, e.g., asking for a search within
scientific papers. Their knowledge of the service makes it easier for the seeker to describe their
need and for the provider to fulfill the request. Had the seeker not known the alternative engine,
would they have asked? We believe this to be less likely, since web search engines only marginally
advertise switching to specialized search engines, especially when this would lead the user to a
competitor’s product, and since such options are invisible in a conversation. It is thus necessary for
the provider to reveal their capability to do such specialized searches.
Example 14. Request to use specific collection in Dialog 4.
Information

Formal model

𝜎

“Search [. . . ] for ‘health’ and ‘algae’ and ‘seaweed’ and ‘kelp’”

(1)

𝜎 sets topic

𝜇1

“Search on Google Scholar”
Target: Query
Concept: Query strategies for extra-topical preferences [7]
Intent: Constrain results

(2)

𝜇 1 sets collection

4.3.2 Meta-information for document description. The dialogues of the dataset often show the use
of meta-information to describe results (cf. Table 5). Such use seems especially useful for voice-based
search where the seeker can not skim results. But all search systems can benefit from an abstractive
description of the results, as this allows the seekers to stay engaged with the conversation for
longer instead of forcing them to go back-and-forth between the conversation and the result list.
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Dialog 5. SCS dialog excerpt on “airport security” with the following backstory for the seeker: “Every time
you go through the security screening at an airport, you wonder whether it is making any difference. Find
out how effective the many new measures (beyond just standard screening) at airports actually are, both for
scrutinizing of passengers and their checked and carry-on baggage.”
Turn
1
2
3
4

5
6
7
8

9
10
11
..
.
16

Role

Message

Seeker
Provider
Seeker
Provider

Can you type in, uhm, “effective”. . . “effectiveness of new security measures at airports”?
Australia, or is it just airports?
Put, uhm, “international”. . . “international airports”.
OK, the first [result] that comes up is “Airport Security Measures Aren’t Good Enough,
Here’s a Fix”, uhm, it doesn’t say who it’s by. . . looks like. . . seems to be an article. . .
2014. So it is not that recent.
Seeker
Does it. . . is it from a newspaper, or is it from a. . .
Provider It is theconversation.com, so, uhm, so it may be, or maybe a blog.
Seeker
OK.
Provider “TSA guidelines for passengers on new security. . . ”, that’s East Texas Airpark; there’s
“Airport Security”, Wikipedia; there’s “The Debate over Airport Security”, uhm, that
seems to be from an organisation called the CFR, uhm. . .
Seeker
Can you just look at the CFR website?
Provider This is a 2010, so. . .
Seeker
OK, try and. . . yeah, OK. . . forget that one.

Provider

17
18
19
20

Seeker
Provider
Seeker
Provider

21
22

Seeker
Provider

The next one is the impact of nine eleven, so that’s from 2007. So a lot of these tend to
be quite old, 2013, 2010. Are you wanting anything newer?
Ah, uhm, “new security measures after Brussels bombing”
OK. Effectiveness of new security measures at international airports. . . just add it?
Yes, yes.
Okay, so in “Brussels Airport Bombing Brings New Security Measures in the US”, that
is 2016, so that’s much better. April 9, uhm, we’ve got March 2016, “Brussels Attacks:
How Airport Bombings will Change. . . ”—it is probably the “Air”-what? “Security”?
That’s news.com, Washington Post was the first, uhm, article. . .
Can you just look at the news.com?
Yep, that’s the second one, that’s “The Brussels Attacks: How Airport Bombings will
Change Air-[inaudible segment]” [long pause] OK. How attacks at Zaventem. . . Zaventem Airport in Brussels will change air travel, uhm. It is just a picture of the. . . I
think he is the mastermind, uhm [. . . ]

[Example 15] Turns 4 to 7 of Dialog 5 illustrate how a provider can extensively use meta-information
to describe just one result: its title, the lack of author information, the type of the result (“seems to
be an article”) and its publication year, along with the interpretation of the article being “not that
recent.” The seeker then requests more meta-information (“is it from a newspaper”) and seemingly
dismisses the result based on that, without information on the article’s actual content beyond the
title. Note that, though the provider might have taken some information from the documents rather
than the results page, they present all information like a result to the seeker.
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Example 15. Document-targeted meta-information in Turns 4 to 7 of Dialog 5.
Information

Formal model

𝜎

“The first [result] that comes up”

(1)

𝜎 sets document 𝑑 1

𝜇1

“Airport Security Measures Aren’t Good Enough, Here’s a Fix”
Target: Result
Concept: Fields [42]
Intent: Describe result

(2)

𝜇 1 sets 𝑑 1 .title

𝜇2

“It doesn’t say who it’s by”
Target, concept, intent: same as 𝜇 1

(3)

𝜇 2 sets 𝑑 1 .author to
unknown

𝜇3

“Seems to be an article”
Target, concept, intent: same as 𝜇 1

(4)

𝜇 3 sets 𝑑 1 .genre

𝜇4

“2014”
Target, concept, intent: same as 𝜇 1

(5)

𝜇 4 sets 𝑑 1 .date

𝜇5

“[2014] is not that recent”
Target, concept: same as 𝜇 1
Intent: Evaluate result

(6)

𝜇 5 evaluates 𝑑 1 by date

𝜇6

“Is it from a newspaper[?]”
Target: Document
Concept: Facets [42]
Intent: Request detail

(7)

𝜇 6 requests 𝑑 1 .site

𝜇7

“It is theconversation.com, so [. . . ] maybe a blog”
Target, concept, intent: same as 𝜇 1

(8)
(9)

𝜇 7 sets 𝑑 1 .site
(8) closes (7)

4.3.3 Meta-information for user revealment. One central promise of the conversational search
paradigm is that it allows to assist seekers even if they can not formalize their problem, yet [42],
and, as the following examples show, meta-information can be an essential tool both for picking up
clues from the seeker and for assisting them.
[Example 16] Turns 8 and 9 of Dialog 5 illustrate how implicit clues can reveal parts of the seeker’s
information need to the provider. In Turn 8, the provider adapts their result presentation to reflect
the site’s importance in the seeker’s decision to dismiss the previous result: they name just the
title and the site for the next results. Furthermore, note how the seeker then uses the site to pick a
result in Turn 9, which can be another hint at the seeker’s perceived importance of the site. We
want to highlight that the seeker did not need to formulate this criterion and may have had just
vague thoughts in this direction (cf. the principle of uncertainty in Section 3.5).
Example 16. Result selection by meta-information in Turns 8 and 9 of Dialog 5.
Information

Formal model

𝜎

“There’s ‘The Debate over Airport Security’”

(1)

𝜎 sets document 𝑑 3

𝜇1

“Seems to be from an organisation called the CFR”
Target: Result
Concept: Fields [42]
Intent: Describe result

(2)

𝜇 1 sets 𝑑 3 .site

𝜇2

“Can you just look at the CFR website?”
Target: Document
Concept: Facets [42]
Intent: Select result

(3)

𝜇 2 selects 𝑑 3 by 𝜇 1
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[Example 17] Turns 16 to 19 of Dialog 5 illustrate user revealment through clarifications. The
provider, perhaps reminded of the dismissal of a result based on the publication date in Turn 11,
presumably recognizes that most or all results would be dismissed on the same grounds and offers
to extend the query with a corresponding facet. But the way the seeker sets the facet in Turn 17 is
ambiguous, so the provider has to confirm in Turn 18 that the facet should be added to the query
and not replace previous facets. Such clarifications show the intricacies of natural language search
and thereby the need for user revealment. On the other hand, the provider does not clarify—maybe
because they do not even notice—the ambiguity of whether the seeker meant “after” to imply a
temporal or causal relationship. But the conversation carries on successfully even though this
ambiguity remains. Thus, not all ambiguities have to be resolved, and it will be a challenge for
conversational search systems to decide for or against a resolution.
Example 17. User revealment in Dialog 5 Turns 16 and 17.
Information

Formal model

𝜎

“The next one is [...]”

(1)

𝜎 sets result

𝜇1

“So a lot of these tend to be quite old, 2013, 2010”
Target: Collection
Concept: Metadata [32]
Intent: Evaluate result set

(2)

𝜇 1 evaluates results

𝜇2

“Are you wanting anything newer?”
Target: Conversation
Concept: User revealment [42]
Intent: Offer specification

(3)
(4)

𝜇 2 offers facet
(3) closes (2)

𝜇3

“New security measures after Brussels bombing”
Target: Conversation
Concept: Facets [42]
Intent: Constrain results

(5)
(6)

𝜇 2 sets topic
(5) closes (3)

[Example 18] Dialog 6 shows an example where a question, initially directed at the current
document, becomes part of the query. The seeker asks specifically for numbers in Turn 53. The
provider notices in Turn 54 that there are no other numbers in the document, so they ask whether
to extend the search for statistics towards other documents, which the seeker acknowledges.
Dialog 6. SCS dialog excerpt on “airport security.”
Turn

Role

Message

52

Provider

53
54

Seeker
Provider

55

Seeker

56
57

Provider
Seeker

About infrastructure. And this talks about general domestic screening procedures
and general measures. So, the Australian passengers carry-on baggage, uhm, is very
expensive, requiring screening for all flights. Could lead to some communities losing
air services. And it talks about highest security risk, uhm. . .
Does it give you any numbers saying?
Yeah, so 96% of Australian domestic passengers in Australia depart from screened
airports, uhm. . . It doesn’t give you any other statistics or numbers. It then talks about
cockpit doors, training of police, uhm, reconciliation of passengers with their bags. I
can go down and see, if. . . Is it statistics that you are looking for?
Yeah, some measure whether it’s maybe effective or not. Can you just, then. . . If there
is no statistics there, like, that are really visible. . .
No, no there isn’t.
Can you just, uhm, type in “how many people get caught at airport security checks”?
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Example 18. Requests for statistics in Dialog 6.
Information

Formal model

𝜎1

“It talks about highest security risk”

(1)

𝜎1 sets content

𝜇1

“Does it give you any numbers saying?”
Target: Document
Concept: Document features [61]
Intent: Request detail

(2)

𝜇 1 requests statistics for (1)

𝜎2

“96% [. . . ] depart from screened airports”

(3)

𝜎2 closes (2)

𝜇2

“It doesn’t give you any other statistics or numbers”
Target: Document
Concept: Elements [71]
Intent: Describe missing part

(4)

𝜇 2 opposes (3)

𝜇3

“Is it statistics that you are looking for?”
Target: Conversation
Concept: User revealment [42]
Intent: Offer specification

(5)

𝜇 3 offers document feature

𝜇4

“Yeah, some measure whether it’s maybe effective or not.”
Target: Conversation
Concept: Document features [61]
Intent: Constrain results

(6)
(7)

𝜇 4 sets document feature
(6) closes (5)

4.3.4 Meta-information to handle unclear situations. Situations that require user revealment are
naturally less certain and less clear—for both the seeker and the provider. We found two methods in
the dialogs of the dataset that humans employ to handle such situations: examples and explanations.
[Example 19] Dialog 7 illustrates how complex situations can be explained through meta-information and examples. The seeker needs to find several results for one topic: selfless or heroic acts.
They stress the importance of having several results in Turn X+3 by giving examples of what they
think are plausible result counts. However, in Turn X+4, the provider responds that there are rather
too many results, indicating that one retrieved document contains even 22 instances of such acts
on its own. As expected for conversational search (cf. Section 3), the human provider does not see
the document as a single result here but sees every item within the document as a result of its own.
To clarify this situation, the provider adapts to the seeker in providing examples.
Dialog 7. MISC dialog excerpt on “selfless or heroic acts” as per our own transcription.
Turn

Role

Message

X+1

Seeker

X+2
X+3
X+4

Provider
Seeker
Provider

Can you tell me, like, on an, uhh, like, how many actually come up? We can use one
but, like. . .
Well. . .
Is it ten? Is there fifteen? Is there one? Is there three? You know? Just like, uhm. . .
Uhh, I. . . it’s pages, so uhm. . . you know, it’s kind of random acts of kindness [unintelligible]. Here’s one that comes up: “Ten Heartwarming Acts of Kindness You Didn’t
Hear About”, uhm. . . “22 Acts of Kindness that will Restore. . . ”—Let’s see what this one
is—“that will Restore your Faith in Humanity”, so that one might, uh, uhm. . . you know,
I’m sure there’s gonna be a lot of different articles because this is kind of a big thing,
these days, but, like, this one was, uh, here’s one that says that, um, a pre-paid vending
machine treat, um, you know, that’s the pay-it-forward act that a lot of people do.
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Example 19. Usage of examples for clarification in Dialog 7.
Information

Formal model

𝜎

“How many actually come up?”

(1)

𝜎 requests result count

𝜇1

“Is it ten? Is there fifteen? [. . . ]”
Target: Conversation
Concept: Examples
Intent: Clarify request

(2)

𝜇 1 elaborates (1)

𝜇2

“It’s pages”
Target: Conversation
Concept: Elements [71]
Intent: Answer request

(3)

𝜇 2 closes (1)

𝜇3

“Here’s one that comes up: [. . . ]”
Target: Conversation
Concept: Examples
Intent: Clarify answer

(4)

𝜇 3 elaborates (3)

[Example 20] Dialog 8 illustrates how a provider can explain their actions to the seeker. Even
though the seeker did not ask for reputable sources, the provider seems to think that the topic
demands such and tells the seeker that this is what they want to present. The seeker does not
interrupt the provider, which the provider probably takes as silent agreement, as they continue to
put a high emphasis on this criterion. As the provider needs some time to find a fitting result, they
decide to provide the seeker with the best they found so far (from “American Family Physician”),
but with the clear statement that it does not fulfill the criterion, so they continue to search. Again,
the provider gives the seeker the choice to interrupt them or to agree silently. The provider then
uses explanations for the information items they found within a document, just like they did for the
documents they found: stating what they found, but also their reservations. Though the provider
cannot make sense of what they found, a seeker with the relevant domain knowledge—what it
means to relax the blood vessels—might be. Explanations thus seem to be a valuable tool for
collaboration in complex search tasks.
Dialog 8. MISC dialog excerpt on “migraine treatments.” Transcript taken from [58].
Turn
X+1

X+2

Role
Seeker

Message

I need to research beta-blockers and calcium channel blockers. . . Um, I guess, as to
their applicability to migraines. . . and their effectiveness to migraines. And then, after
that, explore other options, if I don’t want to take medicines. I guess, I’d just look for
beta-blockers.
Provider (LONG PAUSE) Yeah. . . I just got beta-blockers, migraine prevention, here. . . I’m trying
to find a vaguely reputable site to go with. . . (LONG PAUSE) I found something called
“American Family Physician” that I have never heard of. I want to go back to “WebMD”—
that can kinda be sketchy but should give some sources. . . (LONG PAUSE) In general,
it says “beta-blockers work to relax the blood vessels” and it is not clear how they work
to prevent migraines. . . It says, “beta-blockers have been shown to prevent migraines”.
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Example 20. Use of explanations in Dialog 8 Turn X+2.
Information

Formal model

𝜎1

“I just got beta-blockers, migraine prevention”

(1)

𝜎1 confirms topic

𝜇1

“I’m trying to find a vaguely reputable site to go with”
Target: Conversation
Concept: User criteria [70]
Intent: Constrain results

(2)

𝜇 1 constrains reputation

𝜇2

“Something called ‘American Family Physician’”
Target: Conversation
Concept: Conversational roles (COR) [53]
Intent: Offer result

(3)
(4)

𝜇 2 sets document 𝑑 1
𝜇 2 sets dialog act to
offer

𝜇3

“That I have never heard of”
Target, concept: same as 𝜇 1
Intent: Evaluate result

(5)

𝜇 3 evaluates 𝑑 1 by
(provider) familiarity

𝜇4

“I want to go back to ‘WebMD’”
Target, concept, intent: same as 𝜇 2

(6)
(7)

𝜇 4 sets document 𝑑 2
𝜇 4 sets dialog act to
withdraw offer, offer

𝜇5

“[WebMD] can kinda be sketchy but should give some sources”
Target, concept, intent: same as 𝜇 3

(8)

𝜇 5 evaluates 𝑑 2 by
(provider) experience

𝜎2

“Beta-blockers work to relax the blood vessels”

(9)

𝜎2 closes topic

𝜇6

“It is not clear how they work to prevent migraines”
Target: Information need
Concept: Anomalous state of knowledge [15]
Intent: Evaluate result

𝜎3

4.4

“Beta-blockers have been shown to prevent migraines”

(10)
(11)
(12)

𝜇 6 evaluates (9) by
logical relation
𝜇 6 evaluates (12) by
evidence
𝜎3 closes topic

Requirements for Future Meta-Information Datasets

Altogether, our dataset analyses show that existing corpora are still largely insufficient to study
the use of meta-information in conversational search extensively. The fact that only one dataset of
relatively limited size met our minimum requirements somewhat calls into question our findings’
reliability. The presented findings and suggested insights thus need to be verified in future studies
on larger and more complete datasets. We acknowledge that the creation of such datasets is a
challenge in its own right. However, it seems necessary for further investigations in this field.
As meta-information can emerge from various sources at various stages in the search process,
it is crucial to collect the data in a setting that contains as many of such natural sources of metainformation as possible. The common practice of providing seekers with pre-made search tasks is
somewhat at odds with studying the seeker’s use of meta-information to describe their information
need to the provider, as the “need” is artificial and has to be described to the seeker in the first
place. In an attempt to alleviate this problem, Arguello et al. [7] force the participants of their
study to internalize the task (by not showing the task description and the search interface at the
same time) and to spent cognitive effort on interpreting it (by telling the seekers about one aspect
of inappropriate results, thereby demanding them to invert the aspect for their query). Though
promising, without a point of comparison with natural behavior, it is unclear to which degree
the attempt succeeded in alleviating the problem. However, albeit less helpful overall, it may be
more feasible to create more diverse datasets that give insight into a few specific aspects of the
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conversation only. For example, to allow for better comparisons between seekers and tasks, a
study could employ human providers that received specific training and instructions. Similarly, a
long-term study of conversational search that investigates the collection and tracking of a seeker’s
preferences, opinions, and interests, is still missing. Moreover, human conversations employ several
channels, and the collection of, for example, the participant’s tone of voice, facial expression, or
eye movements requires a complicated setup, significant preprocessing effort, and consent from
participants. To this end, it would be helpful to improve the transcripts of the MISC dataset, which
currently hinders the exploitation of the plethora of raw data that comes with it (cf. Section 4.1).
For holistic analyses, the participants’ observations usually need to be complemented by their
explicit participant feedback, but existing questionnaires do not usually focus on meta-information.
The development of questions on the use and perceived utility of meta-information is challenging.
Standardization of questionnaires can alleviate the load on researchers, having them avoid pitfalls,
and lead to increased comparability of studies. This paper’s categorizations of meta-information by
target, concept, and intent may inspire in this regard. In any case, the categorizations illustrate the
difficulty of collecting statements on some phenomenon that is as diverse as meta-information.
5

APPLICATIONS OF META-INFORMATION TO CONVERSATIONAL SEARCH

The theoretical analysis, the observations from existing datasets, and the hypothetical examples
presented so far illustrate that the proper use and understanding of meta-information will be critical
for conversational search systems in order to meet the high expectations for this paradigm shift from
the research community, industry, and end users. Applications of meta-information in this context
are manifold. This section illustrates several applications, including ones we already alluded to, and
ones we have not mentioned yet, to provide an overview. This overview is not complete, though;
there is still much room for heretofore unconsidered applications. Section 5.1 looks at research into
visually impaired seekers’ information-seeking behavior, which has recently produced a working
prototype of a search interface that incorporates meta-information. This analysis highlights lessons
learned from the design of natural-language search interfaces. Section 5.2 then looks into other
challenges of incorporating meta-information into conversational search systems, touching upon
newly emerging requirements and some of the approaches taken in this regard. Finally, Section 5.3
discusses further uses of meta-information in conversational search by envisioning how various
instances of meta-information can benefit the provider’s conversation management.
5.1

Case Study: Information-Seeking for Visually Impaired Users

Conversational search is often associated with voice search as both are perceived to lead to more
natural interactions with a search engine. Intuitively, it thus makes sense to investigate the state of
the art for visually impaired seekers, who have much experience with voice search from their daily
lives, to draw conclusions for conversational search in general. Typically, these seekers navigate the
Internet with the aid of screen readers. A recent study by Upadhyay [66] examines and contrasts
the web search interaction behavior of sighted and non-sighted seekers. Upadhyay states that the
sequential nature of non-visual web access using screen readers “may result in increased costs of
navigation and cognitive overload from excessive auditory information,” which causes screen reader
users to adapt their browsing strategies. Visually impaired seekers cannot use so-called proximal
cues, such as links, layout, color, and keywords that form an information scent [36, 41] for them to
follow. These cues can be seen as pieces of meta-information akin to the various meta-information
concepts related to documents and results (see Sections 2.1 and 2.2). But not all cues are equally
relevant [55]. The study by Upadhyay [66] therefore identifies which cues make up an information
scent for non-sighted seekers. After the seeker sends their voice query to a regular search engine,
they investigate the search engine results page. The seeker listens to the result headings, snippets,
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and sometimes URLs. The seeker might then reformulate the query based on keywords from the
headings or snippets using “previously acquired knowledge of the content structure to explore
more scent.” [66] Such reformulations show the importance of utilizing meta-information about
the set of retrieved results to minimize the risk of examining a document extensively, only to find
that it is irrelevant: it takes much more time to assess a whole document’s relevance via audio than
via visual inspection. To cope with this problem, seekers first listen to the headings to “pick up
scent,” [66] exploring more details for a result on the results page only if it seems relevant. As a
relevance judgment from the headings alone is not trivial, non-sighted seekers revisit results pages
more often than sighted seekers. The authors thus suggest providing meta-information along with
the headings to give some scent.
Vtyurina et al. [68] attempt to tackle these issues for visually impaired seekers combining voice
assistant and screen reader technology. Their system, VERSE, aims to offer both the convenience of
voice assistants and the fine-grained control and deep engagement with documents facilitated by
screen readers. The system first provides concise answers like voice assistants but allows the seeker
to explore the documents from which the answer has been generated. To facilitate such exploration,
the system first presents meta-information on the documents. For example, the provider can state
that it “found two entities, nine web pages, eight related search queries, ten videos, [and] ten
Wikipedia articles.” Such a statement informs the seeker of the sources and suggests how the
seeker can continue their exploration. If the seeker selects one kind of source, the system again
provides meta-information to allow the seeker to judge the depth and scope of a document [68], for
example, by stating that it “has 16 sections and 3127 words.” These capabilities were well-received
by participants of a user study. The participants compared the web search interaction favorably to
screen readers, with one participant stating that “this gives you much more structure.” Another
participant appreciated that “different forms of data were being pulled together,” noting that, as
opposed to the “stream of responses” obtained from Google, VERSE “gathers the relevant stuff and
groups it in different ways,” referring to the overview of the obtained results [68].
This case study implies that the use of meta-information in answers from the provider alone
can already have an enormous positive impact on the usability of voice-based conversational
search systems. One example is a more sophisticated and structured presentation of both result
sets and individual results. VERSE shows that incorporating meta-information is essential in this
regard. However, such improvements do not solely apply to voice interaction. Expanded capabilities
of a conversational search system in result overview, navigation, and presentation can equally
be utilized through a visual interface. A possible multi-modal scenario is taken into account in
VERSE [68]: users can send selected results to their smartphone, where they often have more
sophisticated screen reading software. However, also seekers who are not visually impaired may
start a search with a simple query through voice-based interaction and then choose to move to a
device with a screen if their search scope widens, if they require more detail, or if they need to
view images or videos. Search success in these situations depends on seekers’ ability to pick up
“information scent” [41, 66] early on, which is greatly facilitated by a structured overview of results
that incorporates meta-information.
5.2

Challenges for the Design and Implementation of Conversational Search Systems

At this point, several challenges remain to create a conversational search system that utilizes
meta-information to its full effect. These challenges can be broadly categorized into those of
meta-information acquisition, interpretation, and presentation. Each of these challenges demands
in-depth investigations. For illustration, the following paragraphs present exemplary challenges
for each category.
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The first challenge is to acquire the meta-information reliably. As the examples presented
throughout this article show, meta-information can be transmitted through a great variety of
carriers. However, especially as meta-information is often not stated explicitly, it is a challenge to
judge the reliability of gathered meta-information—a judgment which is likely made based on other
meta-information. For example, though conversational systems and traditional web search engines
already employ meta-information from past events (e.g., [37]), it is still a challenge to differentiate
between short-term and long-term preferences as well as between generic and task-specific ones.
Moreover, the acquisition of meta-information of an affective, physiological, or behavioral nature
requires additional sensors and complex processing. However, commercial organizations are already
moving in this direction, with the next generation of Echo smart speakers, at the time of writing,
being equipped with cameras and developer kit support for basic movement detection.10 Finally,
not every seeker may want all their signals to be stored, processed, or interpreted. For privacy
concerns, it must thus be communicated clearly to the seekers which signals are used, how they
are used, and how to disable their use.
The second challenge is to interpret and utilize the acquired meta-information, which includes
extending it by reasoning. Knowledge graphs seem to present themselves here as the foundational
data-structure. Knowledge graphs and reasoning algorithms have been extensively studied over the
past decade.11 At the same time, publicly available knowledge graphs, like Wikidata,12 have grown
to a large size. As these knowledge graphs already contain domain knowledge, enriching them
with meta-information on the respective conversation and employing the well-studied reasoning
algorithms seems like a straightforward approach. However, the great variety of meta-information
and their limited reliability poses a challenge to this approach that needs to be overcome to utilize
meta-information to its greatest effect.
The third challenge is the presentation of meta-information within a conversation. In conversational search, both the seeker and the provider should be able to refine the search intuitively and
quickly. To first present a result list that is directly described by meta-information, but may turn
out to contain completely irrelevant results only, may be preferable over a mixed bag of results:
in the best case, the description would allow the seeker to pinpoint what is wrong immediately,
interrupt the conversation, and to refine the conversation’s topic accordingly, even without looking
at—or hearing—the first results. But which meta-information should be chosen for the description
and presented to the seeker? First approaches exist to select the meta-information to present. They
either use topic modeling and seeker feedback [30] or query log mining [72]. With an increasing
multi-modality of systems,13 it is also essential to consider which modalities are available or desirable at each moment of a conversation. Furthermore, not all modalities are equally suited for
every piece of meta-information. For example, to disambiguate the topic, the system could show an
image representing the topic it assumes the seeker refers to (e.g., a photo of the apple company
logo). But this modality is not available on all devices. In other situations, seekers may say, “I can’t
see you [the provider] from here,” expecting a shift towards the audio-only search. In this example,
the seeker used meta-information for a temporary effect on the conversation. But for how long
exactly? Another challenge in this category is thus for the system to keep the seeker consistently
updated on the meta-information it employs—e.g., that it continues to assume the seeker can’t see
it—, so that the seeker can better comprehend and update the system.
10 https://www.amazon.science/blog/the-science-behind-echo-show-10
11 E.g.,

in the workshop series on graph structures for knowledge representation and reasoning, https://graphkr.github.io/
the time of writing, Wikidata contains more than 90,000,000 items; https://www.wikidata.org/
13 The aforementioned Echo smart speaker can also shake itself: the first step for a gesture modality.
12 At
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Use Cases for Meta-Information in Conversation Management

Though the incorporation of meta-information into conversational search systems thus comes with
several challenges, it also provides several opportunities to enrich the conversations. Some of these
opportunities and use cases, for which meta-information plays a key role, are described in the
following paragraphs. Some use cases have already been alluded to in the analyses and examples
in this paper, but are discussed in more detail here (see Table 4 for an overview of the examples).
5.3.1 Adapting to a change in information. The seeker may retract some information that the
provider has already related to other information, or the domain knowledge might change due to
new scientific results or events in the world. For instance, the seeker may retract a preference by
stating, “I don’t like red cars anymore,” which may require the provider to re-evaluate the obtained
results or retrieve new ones. If the provider organized the knowledge as meta-information, they can
trace this retraction’s influence through their knowledge and make changes as needed. Moreover
the provider might want to clarify the retraction: do they still like cars?
5.3.2 Adapting to analogous knowledge. A seeker may reveal analogous knowledge to the provider,
which may give the provider clues about the seeker’s expertise and how they can present concepts
more effectively with relation to this existing knowledge. For instance, consider a seeker familiar
with the C++ programming language who wishes to learn Java. They are more likely to quickly
grasp the new information when the provider presents it by comparing C++’s and Java’s concepts.
5.3.3 Adapting to the level of expertise. The provider often has to select an answer based on
what they assume the seeker to understand (cf. Example 12). For instance, a seeker’s message
may describe the content of the provider’s information as “too technical,” which should cause the
provider to adjust the information on the seeker’s expertise and adapt the retrieval and presentation
strategies accordingly. Conversely, the provider may make similar judgments about the seeker’s
messages, for instance, acknowledging higher domain expertise when the seeker submits complex
queries. Moreover, the provider may want to slowly teach the seeker more ways of interaction that
they support. Thus, the provider must remember and infer which capabilities the seeker already
knows, or which the seeker might have forgotten.
5.3.4 Adapting to different seekers. Conversations are not limited to two participants, and some
conversational search systems might want to allow several seekers to collaborate. Such collaboration might be especially feasible for voice-based search, where the seekers can effectively share
the search interface without blocking each other’s view. However, such a setting requires the
provider to identify the seeker through their messages—most probably using vocal features. Such
identification allows the provider to associate the seeker’s message with the respective user model.
This problem occurs, to a limited extent, also when different seekers use the conversational search
system sequentially. However, a sequential use allows for other recognition techniques like facial
recognition or separate authentication credentials. For instance, consider a situation in which two
persons plan to have a night out and visit a few bars in a foreign area. One of the persons is an
avid beer drinker, while the other enjoys cocktails. In conversation with a search system, the beer
drinker asks, “What bars around here could you recommend me?” and the system responds with a
few options. Then, the cocktail drinker asks, “And which ones would I like?” prompting the system
to identify them by their voice and to adapt its results and presentation to their preferences.
5.3.5 Adapting to time constraints. Seekers may enter a conversation with constraints for its
duration, which influences the seeker’s and the provider’s entire interaction [20]. A seeker with
little time is likely to prefer concise information about a topic, wishing to spend less time on an
overview of the results, navigating them, or refining their questions substantially (cf. Example 1).
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The provider should adapt to this, both in terms of the retrieval strategy and result presentation.
With little time, seekers are likely to look for summaries about topics, which a provider could
either generate or focus on for retrieval. Suppose a seeker actively wishes to engage in an extended
exchange with the provider, bringing lots of time to the search process. In that case, the provider may
equally adapt to this, encouraging deeper interaction with the results to deliver more information.
For example, the provider may suggest additional related documents in such a situation.
5.3.6 Determining and resolving conflicts in the information. As meta-information requires interpretation, misinterpretations will happen and become apparent when different (meta-)information
conflicts with each other. For example, consider a seeker responds to some request by saying “yes,
fine” in an annoyed tone (cf. Example 2). The words seem to be positive, but the tone implies the
opposite. If the provider incorporates further meta-information, for example, the seeker’s facial
expression or whether previous turns in the conversation were successful, the provider can identify
that the seeker may be short of seeing the conversation as failed and that clarifications are needed.
5.3.7 Determining conversation context. Meta-information on the conversation state can help
conversational search systems to keep track of the current topic. Though conversational search
systems are already able to resolve straightforward cases of coreferences (e.g., “Who is Barack
Obama? When did he leave office?”), they cannot resolve coreferences across conversation context
shifts (e.g., if one search in a conversation is interrupted by the question for an explanation, and
the conversation returns to the search after the explanation is given and accepted). The concept of
context spaces (cf. Example 8) seems especially suited in this regard.
5.3.8 Determining mutual understanding. The seeker and the provider may misunderstand each
other. In the extreme case, this may lead to a double illusion of transparency, where each party
believes the other to understand the information exchanged, yet one has not. Consider an alternate
version to Dialog 3, where the provider directly refers the seeker to the how-to mentioned in Turn 4
without conveying the meta-information that it requires some expertise. The seeker would have no
indication to question their ability to follow the how-to, and then possibly be overwhelmed by its
technical jargon. In the dialog given, however, the provider assumes a teaching role and prevents
this misunderstanding by actively encouraging user revealment.
5.3.9 Explaining statements. The seeker might be confused or intrigued by the provider’s messages
and thus ask the provider to explain that message. The provider can then reveal the (chain of) metainformation that led to the statement. For example, consider a seeker who wants to buy a smartphone.
A provider can use information about the seeker’s preferences in their user model to arrive at a
recommendation more quickly, requiring less facet elicitation from the seeker. Additionally, the
provider may elicit the context in which the seeker’s need became obvious to gain further insight
into the seeker’s requirements. If a seeker is then curious about why the provider recommends
that particular smartphone, the provider can explain their choice by stating the meta-information
they used to arrive at that particular product. For measuring the quality of such recommendations,
see Tintarev and Masthoff [60] and Balog and Radlinski [9].
These use cases illustrate the possibilities of meta-information for conversational search, which
go far beyond what seekers employ today in user studies. Therefore, they instead show a possible
direction for conversational search systems. There is a plethora of information to consider, and the
various ways in which it can become meta-information allow for a considerable expansion of both
the interaction space and naturalness of interaction with conversational search systems. Therefore,
it is crucial to examine these relations in more detail to allow the paradigm of conversational search
to meet the high expectations placed on it.
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CONCLUSION

Information-seeking conversations involve the exchange of meta-information to complete the
seeker’s state of knowledge collaboratively. The manifold of relevant meta-information ranges
from explicit constraints to implicit conversational cues. While humans request, send, receive, and
interpret meta-information without effort as a matter of course, computational retrieval systems
will require sophisticated algorithms to keep up. Meta-information provides an information-centric
view on a conversation and may complement frameworks that emphasize an action-centric view,
such as CORS [53], QRFA [67], or the conversation action space [42].
The outset of our research is Floridi’s [23] recognized definition of meta-information, which
we further refine for the information retrieval context: (1) Meta-information is identifiable as
such only by its relation to other information, (2) this relation is dynamic, and (3) the meaning
of meta-information depends on both the referred information and the recipient. Our literature
survey discusses 36 approaches to exploit meta-information, which have been introduced for classic
information retrieval (p. 9, Table 1), as well as for conversational search and conversation theories
in general (p. 15, Table 2). We categorize these approaches by their primary target, which include
“classic” IR targets, such as the “result” and the “document,” as well as conversational search targets,
such as the “message” and “domain knowledge.” Our theoretical considerations are underpinned
by quantitative and qualitative analyses of two conversational search datasets, SCS [62–64] and
MISC [59]. In this regard, we illustrate more than twenty different intents for meta-information
usage in conversational search (p. 25, Table 4), for which we also provide a formal model. To
examine the practical usage of meta-information in conversational search systems, we discuss an
existing search system for the visually impaired, identify main challenges for conversational search
systems in the acquisition, interpretation, and presentation of meta-information, and highlight
nine use cases for meta-information to enrich information-seeking conversations. These use cases
include opportunities for the provider system to adapt, determine context, and explain its actions.
“Classical” IR systems always have, and very successfully, been exploiting meta-information of
various types, even from such noisy signals as dwell time on a result page. With our article, we
express the vision to extend this effective exploitation to the field of conversational search, which
in turn leads to the question of whether the information retrieval toolbox already contains the
necessary means, and, if not, which of the methods can be adapted, and which have to be invented.
Besides studying individual pieces of meta-information in the context of conversational search,
specific next steps include creating annotated datasets at scale, schematizing our formal model, as
well as inviting the wider IR community to participate, e.g., in a TREC-style evaluation.
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